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After the disruption of the last few
years, it’s an ideal time to unite to
celebrate the progress and define the
future of our industry. You and your
team are invited to join us at the 20th
Annual International Council on
Active Aging® (ICAA) Conference,
Leadership Summit and Expo.
Discover how we can evolve the
wellness culture and support older
populations in living better longer,
particularly as they prioritize their
health and seek new experiences.1
Gain insight on how your organization can exceed expectations,
cultivate novel opportunities and
enhance quality of life.

Enroll for CEUs

Enrich your career with shared
learning, inspiration, and
exploration of new innovations,
including products, services and
technology.
Reward your colleagues and
maximize your ROI with a group
discount when you register multiple
employees.
Reconnect with your peers and the
ICAA community to focus on the
future of the active-aging industry
this fall.
We look forward to seeing you!
1. ICAA Lifestyle Survey of Older
Adults, October 2021.

Learn more or register at https://icaaconference.icaa.cc/.
See conference posts/videos at Facebook.com/icaahome.

Gain continuing education units (CEUs), also called continuing education
credits (CECs), at the ICAA Conference/Leadership Summit 2022. Sign up
for the program for $45 before October 28, $55 on-site. This fee covers costs
charged by certifying agencies. For a list of these agencies, refer to the
conference information at www.icaa.cc.
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AGENDA AT A GLANCE
Gaylord Palms Resort and
Convention Center

Monday, November 7
7:00 a.m.–3:30 p.m.
Times vary

6000 West Osceola Parkway
Kissimmee, Greater Orlando, Florida

Registration (Sun Ballroom Foyer)
Preconference programs

Register early as space is limited. Preconference details, including costs, appear on page 7.

Tusday, November 8
6:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.
8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.
10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.
12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.
1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.
4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.
6:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.

Registration (Sun Ballroom Foyer)
Education session
General Session
Education session
Lunch (on your own) /unstructured time
Education session
Expo Grand Opening
Education session
Networking event

Wednesday, November 9

ICAA Conference/Summit

Election Day

US midterm elections
take place Tuesday,
November 8. Be sure to
vote early.

Learn from authorities and
thought leaders in leadership and
management, wellness, trends and
innovations, and more!

ICAA Expo

Explore wellness-related products
and services with exhibitors. Enjoy
interactive demonstrations. See
page 42.

6:15 a.m.–9:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.
8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.
10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.
12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.
1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.
4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.

Thursday, November 10
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.
8:45 a.m.–9:45 a.m.
10:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m.
Subject to change.
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Registration (Sun Ballroom Foyer)
Education session
General Session
Education session
Lunch (on your own) /unstructured time
Education session
Expo
Education session
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Education session
Education session
Education session

Why attend?
Uniquely focused on older-adult
wellness, ICAA’s annual event is a
must for any person or organization
embracing opportunities emerging
around aging well.
Thought leaders and visionaries will
explore how to support living better
longer. Reimagine:
• the environments in which you
invest
• the programs and services you
provide
• the knowledge and skills your staff
need

Who attends?
Positions

• CEOs, CFOs, presidents, vice
presidents and owners
• Executive directors, administrators
and board members
• Wellness/program/activities
directors and managers
• Sales and marketing personnel
• Developers and architects
• Resident life executives
• Resident services personnel

• Dining services directors and staff
• Fitness instructors, personal trainers
and health educators
• Social workers and chaplains
• Physicians, nutritionists/dietitians
and therapists
• Researchers, educators and
professors
• Resident Advisory Council members
and committee members

Organizations represented

• CCRC/life-plan communities
• Independent living, assisted living,
memory care
• Seniors centers, area agencies on
aging, cities/parks and recreation
• Medical fitness, rehab, therapy
providers and wellness centers
• Health clubs, YMCAs/JCCs
• Universities

I C A A
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Discover how to address recent trends.
Examples include new ways to deliver
services, technological evolution and
the person-centered model.

COVID-19 measures

Protect health and well-being with
ICAA’s COVID-19 Policy and
Health and Safety Protocols. Refer
to page 39.
S u m m i t
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FEATURED PROGRAMMING
GENERAL SESSIONS
Unlock the future: Closing gaps is the “key”
Colin Milner
Tuesday, November 8
8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.

Colin Milner

Dr. Richard Carmona
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The future of wellness is person
centered. Solutions will be precise
and designed for the individual—an
approach supported by in-themoment technology, engaging and
well environments, meaningful
programs and connections, and
highly skilled staff. Whether seen
in life developments or detected via
monitoring, the resulting active and
passive outcomes will become the
heart of a model created to extend
healthspan and promote wellness. Yet,
achieving this future relies on how well
you manage the “now” by closing the
gaps between aspiration, realization
and implementation. No matter how
much you believe in wellness, the longterm success of your wellness culture
(or program) will be determined by
gaps between the importance you
ascribe to it within your community
or organization and the effectiveness
with which you implement it. Prepare
now to unlock the future. This thoughtprovoking session will offer guidance
and outline strategies to help you
L e a d e r s h i p

S u m m i t
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identify and close gaps that could
impede your ability to embrace the
future of wellness—and fully reap its
benefits and rewards.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss what the future could hold
for wellness and what success will
require.
• Identify gaps that could impede your
organization’s ability to move into
the future with a firm foundation.
• Create strategies for closing your
wellness gaps.
CEUs
Colin Milner, CEO of the
International Council on Active
Aging, is founder of the active-aging
industry in North America and a
leading authority on the health and
well-being of the older adult. The
World Economic Forum (WEF)
has recognized Milner as one of the
world’s “most innovative and influential
minds” on aging-related topics. An
award-winning writer, Milner has
authored more than 300 articles. He
has been published in such journals as
Global Policy, and the Annual Review
of Gerontology and Geriatrics. He also
contributed a chapter to the WEF
book Global Population Ageing: Peril or
Promise? Milner’s efforts have inspired
a broad spectrum of groups to seek his
counsel, including the World Health

2 0 2 2

Organization, WEF’s Global Agenda
Council on Aging, US Department
of Health and Human Services, and
Canadian Special Senate Committee
on Aging.

The built environment: Foundation of an
ecosystem that enhances health, safety
and security
Dr. Richard Carmona (moderator/presenter)
& panel TBA
Wednesday, November 9
8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.
One vital pandemic lesson is that where
we live, work, learn and play influences
our health and wellness. Given that
people today spend 90% of their time
indoors, these environments must
support healthy living. Trends driving
environmental changes include wellness
real estate, well buildings, wellness
interiors, and the healthy building
movement. These trends point to the
next chapter in wellness: an ecosystem
designed to support the wellness culture.
You’ll be able to:
• Summarize the trends driving
significant shifts in the environments
we create in which to live, work,
learn and play.
• Discuss how changing our
environment impacts our health,
wellness and genes.

• Explain how a “well” built
environment minimizes disease
transmission.
CEUs
Richard Carmona, MD, MPH, FACS,
had a distinguished career in public
health, serving as 17th Surgeon General
of the United States. His interest
in public health stemmed from the
realization that most of his patients’
illnesses and injuries were preventable.
Today, Dr. Carmona serves as chief
of health innovations for Canyon
Ranch, a global leader in the wellness
movement. He is a Distinguished
Laureate Professor at the University of
Arizona.

PRECONFERENCE PROGRAMS
Brain health training: Exercise training
and technique
Cammy Dennis & Ryan Glatt
Monday, November 7
1:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m.
Exercise programs are often developed
in response to goals pertaining to
physical adaptations. Now, health and
fitness professionals may join allied
health professionals in addressing
neurodegenerative diseases, such as
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Exercise has been proven beneficial to
brain health and cognitive functioning,
but precise exercise prescriptions
are not clear to the public or the
health and fitness industries. Health
professionals largely have not yet been
able to develop targeted, effective
exercise programs created for the sake
of cognitive and brain health. And
most fitness professionals have not
been educated on techniques specific
to exercise sessions with cognitive
demands. This session will review
the research on how certain exercise
modalities can differentially affect
the brain by providing the initial
framework for programming specific
to optimal cognitive health, and
demonstrating the application
of cognitive demands to exercise
sessions.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe how cardiovascular,
resistance, motor, multicomponent
and dual-task training exercise types
can benefit the brain.
• Define dual-tasking and how it
can improve both functional and
cognitive outcome.
• Apply cognitive-motor dual-tasking
techniques to various functional
exercises as they relate to targeting
specific domains of cognition.
Faculty: Cammy Dennis, BS, ACE,
AFAA, AEA, NPI, Fitness Director,

On Top of the World Communities,
LLC; and Ryan Glatt, MS, CPT,
NBC-HWC, Pacific Neuroscience
Institute, Pacific Brain Health Center.
CEUs
Fee to attend: $119.00

Zumba Jump Start Gold

Joy Prouty & Lucrecia Venosta
Monday, November 7
8:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Learn the foundation and formula
of Zumba® and how to adapt it for
an active older audience. The Jump
Start Gold program brings together
the foundation of Zumba Fitness as
taught in B1 Instructor Training and
Zumba Gold Training. This workshop
addresses the anatomical, physiological
and psychological needs specific to the
older-adult population. It also prepares
you to teach participants just starting
their journey to a fit and healthy
lifestyle. Jump Start Gold teaches you
the foundation and formula to teach a
safe, effective Zumba class and prepares
you to teach Zumba Gold classes by
integrating the concepts of the Zumba
Gold Program. You will receive a oneyear Basic Zumba License and a Zumba
Gold License if you are a member
in good standing of ZIN [Zumba
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Instructor Network]. There are no
prerequisites to take this workshop.
You’ll be able to:
• Apply the structure of a Zumba class
and adapt it for active older adults,
beginners, and individuals with
special needs.
• Teach the Zumba basic rhythms
and moves and modify them for
gold participants using safe and easy
progressions.
• Address the primary components
of fitness as they relate to an aging
population.
Faculty: Joy Prouty, Zumba Education
Specialist (ZES), and Lucrecia Venosta,
ACE, AFAA, Zumba Education
Specialist (ZES), Zumba Fitness, LLC.
CEUs
Fee to attend: $139.00
S u m m i t
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SESSIONS GUIDE
HOW TO USE SESSION INFORMATION

The following pointers will help you as you go through this brochure.

Session pages

Key to tracks

Day

Time

Session
track icon

Continuing education
units

Session
title

Learning
objectives

Presenter names

Content
Brochure content is accurate as of press time. For updates, go to www.icaa.cc and
Facebook.com/icaahome.
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TRACKS
Presentations cover a wide range of
relevant topics. Use these icons to identify
which sessions best fit your goals and to
customize your educational experience.

Business alignment
Techniques to align wellness initiatives with performance measures used by
senior managers; tracking outcomes to show the value of wellness. Research
supporting wellness initiatives.
Cognitive & emotional health
Profiles of existing programs, communication methods and activities or
social groups that support the cognitive/intellectual and emotional
dimensions of wellness. Identify the level of cognitive ability most
appropriate for participants. Motivation and behavior change topics may
fall within this category.
Leadership & management
Topics include business and department management (assessment,
planning, budget, delivery), partnerships, and leadership of staff and of the
organization’s wellness culture. Based on the ICAA Competencies for Wellness
Leaders available at www.icaa.cc/careercenter/ICAA-Competencies-forwellness-managers-career.html.

“Thank you for an incredible, inspiring conference
with leaders and attendees from around
the world! I received ideas that have been
implemented right away in our daily lives with our
residents, and others that we will plan for in the
future. Very beneficial.”
Laurel Wright
Active Living Manager, Berwick Qualicum Beach

Nutrition for older adults
Nutrient needs as adults progress along the aging continuum; techniques
and programs that promote healthy eating, collaborations between chefs,
dietitians and wellness program leaders.
Physical activity
Profiles of existing physical activities that emphasize how to plan and deliver
the activities. Physical activity research or exercise physiology serves as a
base for the session, with guidelines for modifying for high functioning or
low functioning older adults.

I C A A
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Programming
A program can be a multidimensional calendar of all activities, or a
single ongoing activity or class. Activities in each dimension of wellness,
such as arts and culture, spirituality, lifelong learning, nutrition and
environmental stewardship, are examples. Includes development,
content, leadership and outcomes tracking.
Staffing & employee wellness
Approaches to recruit and retain staff members; methods to
demonstrate the value of working with older adults. Integrating
employees into the wellness culture and providing access to programs
addressing workforce needs. Techniques for motivating staff
participation in wellness initiatives and tracking results.
Technology
Hardware and software that provide utility for staff in multiple areas,
enable communication for older adults or help people adapt to a
functional limitation. Use of social media and multimedia is included
here, along with perspective on current technology trends.
Trends & innovations
Discover today’s trends and how these can be applied within the
organization, programs or activities, and among peers and older adults.
Innovations in the field, technologies and other “big picture” topics
relevant to active aging that meet a particular need and provide vision
for future developments.
Wellness integration with healthcare
Coordination between therapists, physicians, nutritionists and wellness
staff. How wellness-dimension programs and activities prevent or delay
injury and illness, and benefit people with a chronic health condition or
physical or cognitive impairment.

L e a d e r s h i p
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ICAA CONFERENCE/LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2022 SEMINARS AT A GLANCE Tuesday, November 8
Leading group art projects
Julia Goldie

7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

Engaging activities on a shoestring budget
Patricia Gelinas, Sarah Robertson & Amy Simmons

10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.

11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.

12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.

Partnerships, platforms and place: Keys to delivering
person-centered well-being
Lynne Katzmann, Katie Kensinger & Sarah Thomas

Keys to building a successful engagement plan for
persons with dementia
AJ Cipperly

How to run life enrichment like a business
Alicia Fenstermacher & Charles de Vilmorin

Transforming your community with age/dementiafriendly reading
Susan Ostrowski

PANEL Strategies to support engagement and a healthy
lifestyle in senior living
Nick Nemer, Stephanie Boreale & Maureen Garvey

Developing resilience in leaders and in loved ones
Karen Woodard

LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)/UNSTRUCTURED TIME
Solo Agers: Major players in the future of senior living
Sara Zeff Geber

ICAA EXPO GRAND OPENING
Florida Exhibition Hall A-B
The perfect one-month wellness journey
Avery Villines

4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.

6:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.

Creating a quality culture and environment in
dementia care
Leslie Fuller

ICAA GENERAL SESSION “Unlock the future: Closing gaps is the ‘key’ ”
Colin Milner
Sun Ballroom

8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.

1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.

Utilizing collaboration to drive your community’s ROE
(Return on Engagement)
Kelly Berger & Ashlie Burnett

NETWORKING EVENT

This schedule is subject to change.

Tracks key:

Leadership Summit sessions
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Business alignment: wellness/
performance measures alignment,
outcomes tracking, research

Cognitive & emotional health:
programs, communication methods,
activities/social groups

Leadership & management:
partnerships, management,
staff/wellness culture leadership

Use social media platforms to connect
with your audience
Andrea Beall

Adaptive exercise for people with
arthritis
Cindy Senk

Conductorcise: Celebrate 20 years body,
brain stimulation through MUSIC JOY
David Dworkin

Blind spots: Finding fitness opportunities
for older adults with visual impairments
Andrew Lingelbach

Themed yoga
Terry Eckmann

Dual-task brain training
Cammy Dennis & Ryan Glatt

Technology and older adults: What’s out
there and what’s coming
Jeff Weiss

ABCs of older-adult fitness
Kimberly Huff

Sharing dance with people living
with dementia
Rachel Bar

How to add FUN to your workouts
Sue Grant

The business case for heart-centered
leadership
Tom Johnston

PANEL Wellness: Going all in!
Mark Andrew, Karen Lloyd, Annie
Shaffer, Robert Sorenson, William
Meyers & Colin Milner

PANEL Maximize your wellness
program to improve resident (and
financial) outcomes
Joe Turngren (moderator) & panel TBA

Look at the upside: A psychologist’s
insights about aging well
Joseph Casciani

Nutrition for older adults: nutrient
needs, techniques/programs promoting
healthy eating, collaborations

Physical activity: plan/deliver
research or exercise physiologybased activities, modifications

Leveraging balance technology:
Healthcare afterthought becomes
expectation of wellness
Mike Studer, Robert Scales & Bryan Taylor

Programming: multidimensional
calendars, single programs,
development, content, outcomes

Staffing & employee wellness: staff
recruitment/retention, integration,
motivation, results tracking

I C A A

Technology: hardware/software in
multiple areas, social media,
multimedia, tech trends

C o n f e r e n c e ,

Take a load off hips and knees
Mandy Shintani

Trends & innovations: application,
innovations in the field, technologies,
“big picture”

L e a d e r s h i p
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Wellness integration with healthcare:
wellness staff coordination with healthcare
professionals, program benefits
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ICAA CONFERENCE/LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2022 SEMINARS AT A GLANCE Wednesday, November 9
Pathway to quality of life: Pickleball’s origin and
social, business aspects
Jennifer Lucore & Robert Strommen

7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.

10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.

Kinnections: A multimodal approach to optimizing
brain health
Sue Paul & Todd Andrews

ICAA GENERAL SESSION “The built environment: Foundation of an ecosystem that enhances health, safety and security”
Dr. Richard Carmona (moderator/presenter) & panel TBA
Sun Ballroom
Building resilience one thought at a time
Terry Eckmann

11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.

LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)/UNSTRUCTURED TIME

12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.

Empowering older adults through intergenerational
programs
Trent Stamp & Terry Kaelber

1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.

4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.

Empowering care partners through experiential learning
Laura Ellen Christian & Susan Robbins

Boost engagement: Create programs using interactive,
motion-activated technologies
Gwen Rose

Sleep, the brain and memory
Robert Winningham

Preparing new residents in advance to thrive incommunity
Kay Van Norman

Using social-based brain training to support thinking,
well-being in dementia
Cynthia Green

Y’all come back now: Increasing and sustaining
participation and engagement
Libbi Hash

Understanding and engaging older adults
Jeff Weiss

ICAA EXPO
Florida Exhibition Hall A-B
Preventing unnecessary functional loss in transitions
between care settings
Leah Klusch

Find me the money!
Stacey Judge & Amanda Oberg

This schedule is subject to change.

Tracks key:

Leadership Summit sessions
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Business alignment: wellness/
performance measures alignment,
outcomes tracking, research

Cognitive & emotional health:
programs, communication methods,
activities/social groups

Leadership & management:
partnerships, management,
staff/wellness culture leadership

Resident relations: How to become
PALS
Angie Frantz

Helping people live well and safely with
osteoporosis
Margot McKinnon

All around core
Linda Magee

Your staff does not care how much you
know until they know how much you care
Karen Woodard

Chair to champion
Cammy Dennis

Improving physical function: Secrets
from a functional training expert
Paul Holbrook

Why every executive needs to focus
on culture now
Tom Johnston

Motivating the fragile to become agile
Kimberly Huff

Build up to body weight
Libby Norris, Ruth Parliament, Michelle
Kerr & Janice Hutton

Happier and healthier employees
through physical activity and exercise
Aaron Aslakson

Wellness adventure walk
Stephen Brown, Sarah Robertson &
Bailey Turpin

Impact of nutrition on mental health
status in older adults
Jen Bruning

Dual-task gamification: Delivering
optimized brain and body wellness
Mike Studer & Robert Winningham

Grounding during shaky times
Elise Foss & Becky Paulin-Liston

Female, hearty and hardy… But
different
Patricia VanGalen

Partners, teams and groups, oh my!:
Social fitness experiences
Emily Johnson

Nutrition for older adults: nutrient
needs, techniques/programs promoting
healthy eating, collaborations

Physical activity: plan/deliver
research or exercise physiologybased activities, modifications

Programming: multidimensional
calendars, single programs,
development, content, outcomes

Staffing & employee wellness: staff
recruitment/retention, integration,
motivation, results tracking

I C A A

Technology: hardware/software in
multiple areas, social media,
multimedia, tech trends

C o n f e r e n c e ,

Trends & innovations: application,
innovations in the field, technologies,
“big picture”
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Wellness integration with healthcare:
wellness staff coordination with healthcare
professionals, program benefits
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ICAA CONFERENCE/LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2022 SEMINARS AT A GLANCE Thursday, November 10
Create your own “Wellness Wednesday” podcast
Janet Olson & Christina Gamble

Fostering intergenerational connections in your
community
Jennifer Kulik

Actively engaging your team for cultural transformation
Jill Ricker & Christina Matzke

Stories of a lifetime: How sharing life stories benefits
elder engagement and mental well-being
Walter Schlomann

7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

Cognitive training boosts wellness, memory: Acar Brain
Health Study outcomes
Theresa Perry & Cynthia Green

8:45 a.m.–9:45 a.m.

Innovate mobility: Digitally bridging and scaling the
mobility training gap
Nathan Estrada

10:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m.

This schedule is subject to change.
Leadership Summit sessions

Tracks

14

Business alignment: wellness/performance measures
alignment, outcomes tracking, research

Nutrition for older adults: nutrient needs, techniques/programs
promoting healthy eating, collaborations

Staffing & employee wellness: staff recruitment/retention,
integration, motivation, results tracking

Trends & innovations: application, innovations in the field,
technologies, “big picture”

Cognitive & emotional health: programs, communication
methods, activities/social groups

Physical activity: plan/deliver research or exercise physiologybased activities, modifications

Technology: hardware/software in multiple areas, social media,
multimedia, tech trends

Wellness integration with healthcare: wellness staff
coordination with healthcare professionals, program benefits

Leadership & management: partnerships, management,
staff/wellness culture leadership

Programming: multidimensional calendars, single programs,
development, content, outcomes

I C A A
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Breaking barriers, implementing a
personal training program
Chelsea Blanding & Patrick Picciocchi

Assessing and addressing the effects of
long COVID
Dean Sbragia

Chair yoga for older adults
Allissa Raway

Less is more: Time-sensitive
programming for older adults
Colin Hoobler

Implementing a cueing hierarchy to maximize
participant success
Libby Norris, Ruth Parliament, Michelle Kerr &
Janice Hutton

Innovation through senior living
technology adoption
Nick Patel & Paul Steinichen

Power training: Practical insights from
the research
Joseph Signorile

Make life with Parkinson’s manageable
through movement
Margot McKinnon

Wake up your body and mind
after 50
Malin Svensson

The longevity strategy
Joy Prouty

Taking lessons from rural America to the
whole country
Terry Hill & Debra Laine

Accessible yoga for personal training
clients
Cindy Senk

Accommodate, assist or acquiesce?
Patricia VanGalen

Pilates moves for superior
posture
Linda Magee

“[The ICAA Conference] is essential to attend for those of us working with the
aging population and delivering programs that facilitate change through an
aspirational mindset. We can prolong and inspire active lives if persistence in
action is maintained.”
Patrick Davitt, MS, ACSM EP-C
Charter House–Mayo Clinic Retirement Living
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Leadership Summit sessions

TUESDAY SESSIONS: November 8, 2022
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

Tracks
Business alignment: wellness/performance

measures alignment, outcomes tracking, research
Cognitive & emotional health: programs,
communication methods, activities/social groups
Leadership & management: partnerships,
management, staff/wellness culture leadership
Nutrition for older adults: nutrient needs,
techniques/programs promoting healthy eating,
collaborations
Physical activity: plan/deliver research or exercise
physiology-based activities, modifications
Programming: multidimensional calendars, single
programs, development, content, outcomes
Staffing & employee wellness: staff recruitment/
retention, integration, motivation, results tracking
Technology: hardware/software in multiple areas,
social media, multimedia, tech trends
Trends & innovations: application, innovations in
the field, technologies, “big picture”
Wellness integration with healthcare: wellness
staff coordination with healthcare professionals,
program benefits

16
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Leading group art projects
Julia Goldie
Art is amazing therapy. It boosts
cognitive function, improves mood,
enhances motor skills and promotes
self-expression. Learn how to help your
participants create individual art pieces
that you can then turn into a final
group masterpiece. You will receive
templates and instructions for over 15
group art projects, as well as ideas for
gathering affordable art supplies.
You’ll be able to:
• Set up and offer instruction for more
than 15 group art projects.
• Recognize which skills and tools to
use to create a variety of seasonal,
holiday and general projects.
• Combine individual art projects into
one final group project and display
the projects.
Faculty: Julia Goldie, BFA, Functional
Aging Specialist, Recreation Director,
ERA Living.
| CEUs
Utilizing collaboration to drive your
community’s ROE (return on engagement)
Kelly Berger & Ashlie Burnett
Our work as Community Life
Services (CLS) professionals seldom
directly generates measurable return
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on investment (ROI). However, our
programs do generate ROE (return
on engagement). Although harder
to measure, more ROE in the long
run translates to more ROI for our
community. Learn how to shift the
focus from ROI to ROE and educate
stakeholders about the importance of
a top-performing CLS department in
your community.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify potential opportunities
for collaboration both within and
outside the community to drive
ROE.
• Determine the appropriate metrics,
benchmarks for measuring ROE.
• Articulate the importance of
adequate funding to support meaningful, impactful programming.
Faculty: Kelly Berger, BS, CPRP,
Director of Resident Experience,
Wyndemere Senior Living, and
Corporate Resource Team Member,
LCS; and Ashlie Burnett, BS, CTRS,
Director of Community Life Services,
The Heritage at Brentwood, and
Corporate Resource Team Member,
LCS.
| CEUs

Creating a quality culture and environment
in dementia care
Leslie Fuller
People living with dementia experience
mental processing changes that alter
their ability to communicate. Their
anxiety, fear and frustrations can
be lowered when communication
partners acknowledge those changes
and challenges and adjust their own
communication style. With a personcentered approach, you can use
thoughtful body language, tone and
word choice to improve the quality of
interactions, leading to better caregiving
and increased staff satisfaction in
dementia-care settings.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe the historical change in
the senior living industry from an
institutional model to a personcentered approach.
• Identify dementia-related brain
changes that alter a person’s language
and cognitive abilities.
• Adjust tone, body language,
emotional connections and word
choice to improve caregiving
interactions and promote more
positive communication with people
living with dementia.
Faculty: Leslie Fuller, MSW, Founder
and CEO, Inspired Senior Care.
| CEUs

2 0 2 2

Use social media platforms to connect with
your audience
Andrea Beall
In the healthcare industry, it is easy to
think you need to use every available
method of marketing. Realistically, it
is better to focus on the platform that
works best for you. Before you turn to
any social media platform—such as
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube,
LinkedIn or Instagram—make sure it
reaches your target demographic and
that you can create the content that
performs best on that channel.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify which platform will work
best for your organization.
• Assign a purpose to your content.
• Set up frequencies to consistently
reach your audience.
Faculty: Andrea Beall, BS, Director of
Marketing, Flagship Rehabilitation.
| CEUs
Adaptive exercise for people with arthritis
Cindy Senk
Arthritis, a disease that affects the
joints, is a leading cause of disability in
the US. Fitness/wellness professionals
should understand how to safely and
effectively work with clients who have
arthritis. This workshop will define
arthritis and show how exercise can
help break the chronic pain cycle.

Guidelines for cardiovascular exercise,
muscular fitness and flexibility will
be discussed, and specific arthritisfriendly exercise equipment will be
demonstrated. Learn how to design and
implement exercise programs for people
with arthritis.
You’ll be able to:
• Teach clients with arthritis how to
adapt kneeling and standing exercises
to meet their needs.
• Lead clients through a joint check.
• Offer exercise choices when clients
are experiencing an arthritis
flare-up.
Faculty: Cindy Senk, MEd, CPT,
E-RYT, Owner, Movement for All.
| CEUs
Conductorcise: Celebrate 20 years body,
brain stimulation through MUSIC JOY
David Dworkin
Eighty-eight-year-old David Dworkin
shares 20 years of data and research
about using the art of conducting to
encourage older adults to move, listen
and create brain cells. Various musical
examples will be presented, and you
will receive a repertoire to work with
participants from independent-living
to memory-care settings. Experience
the physical and mental stimulation
of boosting psychological well-being
through music and motion.

You’ll be able to:
• Practice basic conducting patterns
and how to listen and pace programs
• Recognize composers, time periods
and music genres.
• Use a program to enhance lives
of older adults and improve
relationships with families and staff.
Faculty: David Dworkin, MA, MEd,
President, Conductorcise.
| CEUs

8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.
ICAA GENERAL SESSION
Unlock the future: Closing gaps is the “key”
Colin Milner
The future of wellness is person
centered. Solutions will be precise
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and designed for the individual—an
approach supported by in-themoment technology, engaging and
well environments, meaningful
programs and connections, and
highly skilled staff. Whether seen
in life developments or detected via
monitoring, the resulting active and
passive outcomes will become the
heart of a model created to extend
healthspan and promote wellness. Yet,
achieving this future relies on how well
you manage the “now” by closing the
gaps between aspiration, realization
and implementation. No matter how
much you believe in wellness, the longterm success of your wellness culture
(or program) will be determined by
gaps between the importance you
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ascribe to it within your community
or organization and the effectiveness
with which you implement it. Prepare
now to unlock the future. This thoughtprovoking session will offer guidance
and outline strategies to help you
identify and close gaps that could
impede your ability to embrace the
future of wellness—and fully reap its
benefits and rewards.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss what the future could hold
for wellness and what success will
require.
• Identify gaps that could impede your
organization’s ability to move into
the future with a firm foundation.
• Create strategies for closing your
wellness gaps.
Faculty: Colin Milner, Founder and
CEO, International Council on Active
Aging.
CEUs

10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.
Engaging activities on a shoestring budget
Patricia Gelinas, Sarah Robertson
& Amy Simmons
Today’s senior living residents expect
more than just bingo and trivia, so
communities should be ready to offer
meaningful and purposeful activities
that appeal to residents with varying
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levels of acuity and abilities. Explore
hands-on arts and craft projects that
engage the emotional, occupational,
physical and social dimensions
of wellness. Handouts will detail
materials, approximate costs and the
multidimensional approach associated
with each activity. Leave with handson craft projects to share with your
community.
You’ll be able to:
• Provide hands-on activities to
residents with memory-impaired
diagnoses.
• Prepare no-fail projects on a
shoestring budget by utilizing lowcost materials or supplies you already
have in your community.
• Engage residents in individual and
adaptive projects that can stir fond
memories and encourage movement.
Faculty: Patricia Gelinas, AS,
Lifestyle and Health Coordinator;
Sarah Robertson, BA, CPT, National
Director of Training and Customer
Support–Wellness Services, and Amy
Simmons, BA, CAD, National Director
of Training and Customer Support–
Wellness Services, Aegis Therapies/
EnerG by Aegis.
| CEUs
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Partnerships, platforms and place: Keys to
delivering person-centered well-being
Lynne Katzmann, Katie Kensinger
& Sarah Thomas
Using data and technology to enhance
engagement experiences, Juniper
Communities uses the Catalyst
program to deliver a more personalized
approach across all dimensions of
wellness. This new, high-tech, hightouch program supports resident
engagement and creates community
hubs that shift the staffing paradigm
and foster experiences beyond
community walls. Catalyst uses
community partnerships, tech-enabled
lifestyle services and person-centered
programming to deliver experiences.
You’ll be able to:
• Develop tech-enabled strategies that
align programming with dimensions
of wellness and expand your brand
into the greater community.
• Extend service offerings and create
new staffing models through unique
partnerships.
• Use data to improve quality of life
and engagement for the Boomer
generation.
Faculty: Lynne Katzmann, PhD,
Founder and CEO, and Katie
Kensinger, BS, Director of Social
Media and Assistant Director, Sales and
Marketing, Juniper Communities; and
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Sarah Thomas, OT, CEO, Delight by
Design.
| CEUs
Keys to building a successful engagement
plan for persons with dementia
AJ Cipperly
Learn how to provide meaningful
opportunities to engage people with
dementia throughout the day. Find out
how to engage a person as dementia
progresses and also when special
challenges arise, such as exit-seeking,
wandering and increased fall risks.
Specific, hands-on care partner skills
will be modeled and practiced, and
ways to create an inviting and safe
environment will be discussed.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify the difference between
providing meaningful engagement
and “activities.”
• Demonstrate positive physical
approach and common
modifications that can reduce
distress, encourage acceptance of
assistance and improve outcomes
for people living with dementia
and providers.
• Optimize the environment to
support engagement and foster
successful days for both people
living with dementia and their care
partners.

Faculty: AJ Cipperly, MEd, CMDCP,
CDAL, National Director Memory
Care, AlerisLife.
| CEUs
Blind spots: Finding fitness opportunities for
older adults with visual impairments
Andrew Lingelbach
Physical activity is essential to the
human experience, but the fitness
industry often has a blind spot for
older adults with visual impairments.
The presenter, who is legally blind,
combines his life and professional
fitness industry experiences to describe
exercise modalities and strategies that
will encourage visually impaired older
adults to be more active. This session
will show how serving this oftenoverlooked population can lead to
business growth opportunities.
You’ll be able to:
• Design programs for visually
impaired adults.
• Identify business opportunities in
an underserved demographic.
• Promote diversity, inclusion and
belonging in an underserved
demographic.
Faculty: Andrew Lingelbach, BS, CPT,
Fitness Specialist, Erickson Senior
Living/Oak Crest Village.
| CEUs

Themed yoga
Terry Eckmann
Yoga is a practice of the mind, body
and spirit. Embracing a yoga class
with a specific theme brings another
dimension to the practice. Explore a
variety of theme options and receive
an easy-to-use template for planning.
Mantra, movement, mudra, music and
more make this a must-do experience.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify the why, what and how of
themed yoga.
• Participate in and take home a seated
friendship yoga class.
• Connect mantra, movement, mudra,
music and more.
Faculty: Terry Eckmann, PhD, RYT
500, Professor, Minot State University.
| CEUs
Dual-task brain training
Cammy Dennis & Ryan Glatt
Get on the “Brain Train” and discover
how to implement cognitive-boosting
benefits into your group fitness
classes. The exercises in this session
combine carefully crafted fitness drills
with cognitive challenges. Merging
motor and cognitive demands is dual
tasking. This workshop will lead you
through physical exercises, both seated
and standing, with the addition of
simultaneous thinking drills. Come

away with a host of new programming
ideas as well as a means for developing
your own.
You’ll be able to:
• Examine curriculum planning
templates for developing a brain
health class.
• Construct dual-task exercises.
• Define the difference between
“motor-motor” and “cognitivemotor” exercises.
Faculty: Cammy Dennis, BS, ACE,
Fitness Director, On Top of the World
Communities, LLC; and Ryan Glatt,
MS, CPT, NBC-HWC, Pacific
Neuroscience Institute, Pacific Brain
Health Center.
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11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.
Lunch (on your own)/unstructured time
Grab a meal, catch up with colleagues,
review notes, prepare for the next
session, etc.

12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.
Solo agers: Major players in the future
of senior living
Sara Zeff Geber
Solo Agers are older adults without
family support. The Baby Boom
generation has twice as many
solo agers as did their parents’
generation, and this growth is an
unprecedented opportunity for
senior living communities. However,
adjustments need to be made to
attract and serve this cohort of active
adults. Communities that seize this
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opportunity to serve solo agers must
become not just their homes, but their
families as well. Explore unique ways of
meeting the social and emotional needs
of this growing group of older adults.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe the unique housing and
support needs of solo agers.
• Design programs to help your
community meet the expectations
and aspirations of this growing
cohort.
• Set up systems that facilitate familylike bonding and care, residentto-resident, resident-to-staff and
staff-to-staff.
Faculty: Sara Zeff Geber, PhD,
Founder, President, LifeEncore.
| CEUs
How to run life enrichment like a business
Alicia Fenstermacher & Charles de Vilmorin
Resident engagement, which is
foundational to person-centered care
and a key asset for marketing senior
living communities, remains the
least-managed side of senior living
operations. Learn about nationwide
benchmarks, easy-to-implement tools
such as the SWOT framework and the
newly developed Elder Engagement
Performance Index, plus lessons “from
the trenches” that show how to improve
resident engagement and maximize
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quality of life. Find out how finally to
get credit for enriching residents’ lives
from other departments and current/
prospective family members.
You’ll be able to:
• Optimize resident engagement and
experiences despite challenging
circumstances.
• Apply evidence-based business and
resident-engagement frameworks
that will optimize life enrichment
within 45 days.
• Enable clinical and marketing
collaboration with the life
enrichment department.
Faculty: Alicia Fenstermacher, MSW,
CDP, Vice President of Purposeful
Living, Presbyterian Senior Living; and
Charles de Vilmorin, MA, CEO and
Co-Founder, Linked Senior.
| CEUs
Transforming your community with age/
dementia-friendly reading
Susan Ostrowski
This session shakes up conventional
notions about what adult text should
look like, what it means to read and the
reading capacities of individuals living
with dementia. Learn how cognitive
change affects reading abilities, how to
create accessible reading material and
how independent, self-directed reading
for residents can enrich an entire
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care community. Practice modifying
standard articles and analyze videos of
residents interacting with accessible
books and participating in residentdirected reading groups.
You’ll be able to:
• Create age- and dementia-friendly
reading material.
• Incorporate accessible, leisurely
reading into the lives of people living
with dementia.
• Identify the positive impact of
accessible reading on residents,
employees, families and the broader
community.
Faculty: Susan Ostrowski, MS,
CCC, Co-Creator and President,
Reading2Connect.
| CEUs
The business case for heart-centered
leadership
Tom Johnston
The old style of command-and-control
management no longer works. Today’s
workforce craves human connection,
and leaders at every level of an organization have an opportunity to fill
that void by leading with their heart.
The latest research shows why heartcentered leadership makes for a better
workplace, happier employees and
increased profits.
2 0 2 2

You’ll be able to:
• Take an Energy Influencer
self-assessment.
• Take a six-minute behavioral
assessment and receive a free
behavioral report.
• Practice active listening to improve
communication and connection.
Faculty: Tom Johnston, Founder,
Talent Optimizer Group.
| CEUs
PANEL Wellness: Going all in!
Mark Andrew, Karen Lloyd, Annie Shaffer,
Robert Sorenson, William Meyers
& Colin Milner (moderator)
What is required to create a compelling, successful and award-winning wellness culture? One word:
Commitment. By “going all in,”
wellness moves from a nice-to-have
to a must-have. Programs are cuttingedge, staff are valued and upskilled
frequently, marketing inspires personal
growth, environments enhance health/
wellness, policies support/embrace
opportunities, and departments
integrate to support wellness across the
organization.
You’ll be able to:
• Summarize what it takes to get a
commitment to “go all in.”
• Describe how “going all in” changes
culture.

• Discuss the return on investment
from “going all in.”
Faculty: Mark Andrew, Senior Vice
President, Tapestry; Karen Lloyd,
ACC, CDP, Director of Lifestyle,
Friendship Village of Bloomington;
Annie Shaffer, RN, LNHA, ACSM
CEP, Wellness Director, Sunnyside
Communities; Robert Sorenson, PhD,
CSCS, CSPS, Director of Wellness,
Moorings Park; William Meyers,
Assistant Vice President, Wellness
Strategies, Mather; and Colin Milner,
Founder and CEO, International
Council on Active Aging (moderator).
| CEUs
Technology and older adults: What’s out
there and what’s coming
Jeff Weiss
Explore the role that technology
is playing to help older adults lead
happier and healthier lives. In addition
to outlining general trends related to
older adults and their use of/interest
in technology, this session will provide
examples of new products and services
that use technology, such as robotics
and artificial intelligence, to improve
their lives. Gain a glimpse, too, of
emerging technology that may impact
the lives of older adults, along with
some of the concerns and barriers that
might hinder adoption.

You’ll be able to:
• Express a stronger perspective
on the technology currently used
to enhance the lives of older
adults.
• Outline a glimpse into future
technology that will impact the lives
of older adults.
• Discuss the potential concerns of
older adults and barriers to their
adoption of new technology.
Faculty: Jeff Weis, President and CEO,
Age of Majority.

• Demonstrate effective exercise
progressions for agility and provide
balance exercises appropriate for lessconfident participants.
• Demonstrate effective cueing and
motivational techniques to improve
mobility in participants who lack
self-efficacy with agility and balance
exercises.
Faculty: Kimberly Huff, BS, MS,
CSCS, Director of Fitness and
Wellness, Acts Retirement-Life
Communities.
| CEUs

| CEUs
ABCs of older-adult fitness
Kimberly Huff
Older adults need agility (A) to move,
balance (B) to prevent falls and adequate
cognitive (C) function to coordinate
and control movements. Exercise can
improve the ABCs of movement! A
fun combination of agility, balance and
cognitive exercises can easily be incorporated
into any class or individual exercise program.
Learn how to provide safe progressions and
motivational cues to make each exercise
appropriate and safe for all.
You’ll be able to:
• Demonstrate safe exercises that
will improve agility, balance and
cognitive function and incorporate
those exercises in groups or
individual programs.

C o n f e r e n c e ,

| CEUs

1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.
ICAA EXPO GRAND OPENING

Take a load off hips and knees
Mandy Shintani
Pain associated with hip and knee
osteoarthritis hinders active living
and the joy of walking for many older
adults. Nordic walking poles can be a
game-changing tool for managing hip
and knee pain and improving posture,
confidence and walking ability. Learn
how specialized walking poles for older
adults will energize walking programs
and boost users’ confidence to perform
hip and knee exercises.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe 10 evidence-based benefits
associated with Nordic walking for
managing hip and knee pain.
• Identify how the Activator
Technique can improve posture,

I C A A

reduce stress on hips and knees and
improve confidence in walking.
• Perform the Activator PUSH
technique with five hip and knee
standing exercises to maximize
balance, posture and flexibility.
Faculty: Mandy Shintani, MA, OT,
Director of Education and Innovation,
Urban Poling.

L e a d e r s h i p

Florida Exhibition Hall A-B
Check out new and innovative
product/service offerings for the activeaging industry at the ICAA Expo.
Discover technologies, equipment and
services to support multidimensional
wellness from providers committed to
meeting the industry’s needs.

4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.
The perfect one-month wellness journey
Avery Villines
Take one month, add eight aspects
of wellness, stir in some creative
competition and you have a recipe for
programming success! This session
will describe several programs that
can be started and completed in one
month. Each program includes eight
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aspects of wellness, opportunities for
cross-department collaboration and
tools to keep participants motivated
and engaged. Receive fun, creative and
empowering ideas and a practical takehome guide to help implement them.
You’ll be able to:
• Develop relationships with local
nonprofit organizations to help
create meaningful programming.
• Create programming ideas tailored to your budget, staffing and
space.
• Motivate participants with tips
and tricks that can be used in any
program.
Faculty: Avery Villines, BFA, Certified
Water Fitness Instructor, Senior
Director of Community Life Services,
LCS Brandon Wilde, LLC.
| CEUs
PANEL Strategies to support engagement
and a healthy lifestyle in senior living
Nick Nemer, Stephanie Boreale
& Maureen Garvey
Whether you manage a large provider
or a small, single-site community,
much of your focus is divided between
maintaining the safety and well-being
of residents while also supporting
and retaining staff who care for
them. How do we support residents’
autonomy and active lifestyle? How
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can we help associates maintain balance
through an engaging, supportive work
environment? Join our panel of experts
and prepare for an interactive session
as we share specific strategies and
examples of success that you can utilize
in your community.
You’ll be able to:
• Help residents identify their
own lifestyle goals and create
individualized programs based on
their unique needs.
• Recognize how staff members’
satisfaction levels directly impact
resident wellness.
• Identify how the culture of your
organization correlates to the
empowerment of your staff members, residents and community.
Faculty: Nick Nemer, Vice President,
LifeLoop; and Stephanie Boreale,
National Director of Health Strategy,
and Maureen Garvey, BA, CADDCT,
Regional Director of Resident
Programming, Watermark Retirement
Communities.
| CEUs
Developing resilience in leaders and in
loved ones
Karen Woodard
Resilience is an important quality
to possess in all stages of our lives—
especially when we seem to face new
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challenges each day. Perhaps resilience
is not just bouncing back but actually
bouncing forward. Strengthen
resilience by practicing mental processes
and behaviors that protect against the
potential negative effects of stressors.
This session will help you define and
deepen resilience for you, your loved
ones and those you lead.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss the three types of resilience
and rate yourself and those you lead
in those areas.
• Employ the five pillars of resilience.
• Create two models for building
resilience.
Faculty: Karen Woodard, President,
Premium Performance Training.
| CEUs
PANEL Maximize your wellness program
to improve resident (and financial)
outcomes
Joe Turngren (moderator) & panel TBA
Join our panel of experts to identify key
elements that can transform your fitness
amenity into a truly impactful wellness
program for residents and your ROI.
Gain proven strategies to maximize
available space using an effective mix
of equipment and programming;
methods to activate resident
engagement; and creative ways you
can fund your program.
2 0 2 2

You’ll be able to:
• Identify ways to match your
residents’ needs with the proper
equipment and programming mix.
• Recall tips to improve resident
engagement and how it positively
impacts your bottom line.
• Explore creative ways to fund your
wellness program.
Faculty: Joe Turngren, Medical
Manager, Matrix Senior Living
(moderator); and panel TBA.
| CEUs
Look at the upside: A psychologist’s insights
about aging well
Joseph Casciani
More people are living longer, and many
will live well into their 90s and even
to 100 and beyond. But will they live
well? Hear an uplifting perspective on
aging successfully, overcoming obstacles,
managing setbacks and fostering the
courage to start new chapters. Commit
to moving forward with a fresh, positive
mindset about the future and solutions
to help lift depression and cultivate
resilience, no matter how many bumps
you encounter along the way.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize that thinking styles affect
how well we cope with difficult events.
• Implement the concept of “starting
new chapters.”

• Explain exceptions that can lift
depression.
Faculty: Joseph Casciani, PhD,
Geropsychologist, Living to 100 Club.
| CEUs
Leveraging balance technology:
Healthcare afterthought becomes
expectation of wellness
Mike Studer, Robert Scales & Bryan Taylor
Balance should be considered an
essential component of wellness.
This multifaceted, high-level skill
can be impacted across a wider net
of conditions, comorbidities and
aging effects. Improving balance
and reducing fall risk, however, are
only as effective as the accuracy of
examination, and provision of intense,
engaging treatment. Learn how novel
applications in existing mobile and
portable technologies will revolutionize
balance rehabilitation to better
integrate activities of daily living and
engage individuals with meaningful
results allowing for gamification and
engagement.
You’ll be able to:
• Apply principles of behavioral
economics in balance testing
and rehabilitation to maximize
engagement, compliance and,
ultimately, outcomes in fall
prevention.

• Apply novel concepts of functionally
based balance testing to improve
person-specific healthcare and
wellness delivery for individuals with
elevated fall risk.
• Integrate technology for screening
and interventions of fall prevention
across an expanded scope of medical
conditions and comorbid health
profiles.
Faculty: Mike Studer, DPT, CoOwner, Spark Rehabilitation and
Wellness; Robert Scales, Director of
Cardiac Rehabilitation and Wellness,
Mayo Clinic; and Bryan Taylor,
Director of Cardiac Rehabilitation and
Wellness, Mayo Clinic–Florida.
| CEUs
Sharing dance with people living
with dementia
Rachel Bar
The joy and inherent benefits of dance
are seen across cultures and throughout
human history. Opportunities for
accessible dance can offer many benefits
to people living with dementia and
their communities. Explore the ways
a culture of dance can help challenge
dementia-related stigma and discuss
what accessible dance opportunities
look and feel like. Time permitting,
the session will include a brief
demonstration of dances designed to

be accessible for people living with
dementia.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss why and how dance can
support the health and well-being of
older adults living with dementia.
• Explain how dance opportunities
challenge dementia-related stigma
and support dementia-friendly
communities.
• Recognize ways to bring dance
opportunities to community
members living with dementia.
Faculty: Rachel Bar, PhD, Director,
Research and Health, Canada’s
National Ballet School.

• Implement lighthearted games either
virtually or in person.
• Transform “workouts” into
“playouts.”
Faculty: Sue Grant, BA, Professional
Certificate in Fitness Instruction and
Exercise Science, Founder, Fit Tips For
Pros, Older Wiser Workout.
| CEUs

6:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.
NETWORKING EVENT

| CEUs
How to add FUN to your workouts
Sue Grant
Learn how to add levity and joy to
workouts with fun partner activities,
brain games, strength training options
and seated activities in all three planes
of motion. This session will help you
spice up your fitness classes, whether
virtual or in-person, with creative games
and activities.
You’ll be able to:
• Sprinkle in imaginative reaction
drills, cognitive challenges and
activities with cones, balls and
balloons to personal training sessions
and classes.
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Leadership Summit sessions

WEDNESDAY SESSIONS: November 9, 2022
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

Tracks
Business alignment: wellness/performance

measures alignment, outcomes tracking, research
Cognitive & emotional health: programs,
communication methods, activities/social groups
Leadership & management: partnerships,
management, staff/wellness culture leadership
Nutrition for older adults: nutrient needs,
techniques/programs promoting healthy eating,
collaborations
Physical activity: plan/deliver research or exercise
physiology-based activities, modifications
Programming: multidimensional calendars, single
programs, development, content, outcomes
Staffing & employee wellness: staff recruitment/
retention, integration, motivation, results tracking
Technology: hardware/software in multiple areas,
social media, multimedia, tech trends
Trends & innovations: application, innovations in
the field, technologies, “big picture”
Wellness integration with healthcare: wellness
staff coordination with healthcare professionals,
program benefits
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Pathway to quality of life: Pickleball’s origin
and social, business aspects
Jennifer Lucore & Robert Strommen
Discover the fun and fascinating origin of
pickleball in a look at its 50 year history.
Learn how this quirky name and game
has transformed lives, physically and
socially, for all ages as a fast-growing
sporting activity. This session will also
delve into the economics of adding
pickleball to your programming to
expand the quality and joy of life for those
who embrace an active social lifestyle.
You’ll be able to:
• Explain the origin of pickleball.
• Describe the game’s physical and
social benefits.
• Discuss the economics of adding
pickleball to your programming.
Faculty: Jennifer Lucore, Author and
Hall of Fame Pickleball Professional;
and Robert Strommen, Managing
Partner, Naples Pickleball Center.
| CEUs
Kinnections: A multimodal approach to
optimizing brain health
Sue Paul & Todd Andrews
Using conventional cognitive testing,
clinical reasoning and evidence-based
best practices, Asbury Methodist
Village’s Kinnections Brain Health
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program systematically identifies
neurocognitive deficits and creates
individualized exercise and activity
plans to improve residents’ brain
health and cognitive function. The
program can be used in all levels of care.
Learn about the seven neurocognitive
domains and therapeutic approaches
to improving brain health, and see
how Asbury helps residents maintain
cognitive, physical and functional skills.
You’ll be able to:
• Address brain health and cognitive
well-being using a multimodal
approach to provide global cognitive
stimulation and targeted domainspecific programming.
• Align cognitive testing outcomes
with applicable therapeutic activities.
• Develop a systematic approach to
optimize brain health by engaging
residents in individualized, domainspecific programming.
Faculty: Sue Paul, BS, FAS, Director of
Wellness, Asbury Methodist Village; and
Todd Andrews, BS, CASP, President,
CCRC Division, Asbury Communities.
| CEUs
Empowering care partners through
experiential learning
Laura Ellen Christian & Susan Robbins
Participate in a mini dementia
simulation experience. Glasses, gloves,
2 0 2 2

and noise will be used to mimic what
it might feel like to live with dementia.
Then reflect on the experience in
guided small groups and brainstorm
approaches to improve quality of life
for people living with dementia and
their care partners. Learn about the
benefits of combining experiential
learning with microlearning strategies
to turn knowledge into action. You
will receive an Empowerment Tool and
Huddle Guide to build communication
skills and support further learning.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the benefits of combining experiential training and
microlearning strategies to improve
the skills of care partners.
• Describe three ways that heightened
understanding and empathy for
people living with dementia will lead
to improved outcomes.
• List two ways the knowledge and
awareness gained in this session can
be transformed into skill-building
techniques for care partners.
Faculty: Laura Ellen Christian, BSeD,
Vice President of Client Engagement,
AGE-u-cate Training Institute; and
Susan Robbins, Director of Dementia
Training, The Arbor Company.
| CEUs

Resident relations: How to become PALS
Angie Frantz
Learn how to cultivate a relationshipbuilding process before a new resident
moves into an assisted living or memory
care community. Prestige Senior
Living’s Personal Ambassadors Liaison
Service (PALS) utilizes residents’
My Life Story program (2012 ICAA
Innovators Award) to personalize
the move-in process and help a new
resident adjust to a community home
setting. Team members partner with
current residents to build relationships
with newcomers, which provides
socialization opportunities and
promotes a sense of purpose.
You’ll be able to:
• Use the resident’s life story during
the tour, move-in and settling-in
process to build relationships.
• Build a culture of trust and
communication with residents,
families and staff, which promotes
retention of both residents and staff.
• Enlist current residents to become
partners in marketing and promoting
your mission.
Faculty: Angie Frantz, AAT, CNA,
Product Manager, Prestige Senior
Living.
| CEUs

Helping people live well and safely
with osteoporosis
Margot McKinnon
Exercise is critical for effective
osteoporosis management and positive
outcomes, but knowledge of the disease
and an understanding of what happens
in the aging body are necessary to create
safe interventions. Ensure the exercises
you teach are bone safe and appropriate
for building bone density. This session
will equip you with tools to work with
the specialized needs of people with
osteopenia and osteoporosis.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss osteopenia and osteoporosis
and why and how they occur.
• Clarify which movements and
exercises are safe and beneficial
and which are contraindicated for
osteopenia and osteoporosis.
• Demonstrate appropriate exercises to
promote bone health, strength and safety.
Faculty: Margot McKinnon, Founder
and CEO, Body Harmonics.
| CEUs
All around core
Linda Magee
Looking for some new ideas for your
core work? Look no further! Learn
exercises that work all three planes, the
local and global muscular systems and
different body positions. The focus

will be on learning to “stabilize before
you mobilize.” You will find something
for all your participants. Get ready for
stability and mobility movements with
small equipment.
You’ll be able to:
• Teach core exercises for stability in
all three planes of motion.
• Develop a core program to utilize
with active agers in private or small
group settings.
• Provide a variety of cues when
instructing new exercises.
Faculty: Linda Magee, MA, NASM
Master Trainer, Owner, Linda Magee
Fitness.
| CEUs

8:45 a.m.–10:15 a.m.
ICAA GENERAL SESSION

The built environment: Foundation of an
ecosystem that enhances health, safety
and security
Dr. Richard Carmona (moderator/presenter)
& panel TBA
One vital pandemic lesson is that where
we live, work, learn and play influences
our health and wellness. Given that
people today spend 90% of their time
indoors, these environments must
support healthy living. Trends driving
environmental changes include wellness
real estate, well buildings, wellness
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interiors, and the healthy building
movement. These trends point to the
next chapter in wellness: an ecosystem
designed to support the wellness culture.
You’ll be able to:
• Summarize the trends driving
significant shifts in the environments
we create in which to live, work,
learn and play.
• Discuss how changing our
environment impacts our health,
wellness and genes.
• Explain how a “well” built
environment minimizes disease
transmission.
Faculty: Richard Carmona, MD, MPH,
FACS, 17th Surgeon General of the
United States; Distinguished Laureate
Professor, University of Arizona; and
Chief of Health Innovations, Canyon
Ranch (moderator/presenter); and panel
TBA.
CEUs

10:30 a.m.–11:45 a.m.
Building resilience one thought at a time
Terry Eckmann
Explore the physiology and power
of thoughts—both negative and
positive ones. Understand common
characteristics of a resilient person
and identify strategies to develop and
strengthen neuropathways of resilience.
S u m m i t
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Put these muscles to work one thought
at a time to overcome challenges, face
change and live life to the fullest.
You’ll be able to:
• Discuss the physiology of thoughts.
• Identify characteristics of resiliency.
• Use key thoughts to program your
neuropathways to live with grit and
grace.
Faculty: Terry Eckmann, PhD,
ACSM, Professor and Chair, Teacher
Education and Kinesiology, Minot
State University.
| CEUs
Boost engagement: Create programs
using interactive, motion-activated
technologies
Gwen Rose
Interactive, motion-activated
technologies are increasingly being
used in day programs and senior
living communities for individuals
at all need levels. The technologies
and the applications used have been
demonstrated to offer cognitive,
physical, emotional and social rewards
that can particularly benefit adults
with dementia. The technologies also
promote intergenerational connections,
improving family visits and rapport
with staff. Programs can be tailored for
users with a wide range of physical and
cognitive abilities.
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You’ll be able to:
• Assess the wide variety of
applications used with interactive
motion-activated technologies and
target them for the physical and
cognitive functioning levels of your
participants.
• Use additional tools, accessories and
thematic programming to further
increase benefits derived from the
technologies and applications.
• Monitor engagement and adapt
content to individual needs and
preferences to create more personcentric programming.
Faculty: Gwen Rose, Vice President,
SensoryOne.
| CEUs
Sleep, the brain and memory
Robert Winningham
Learn about the neurophysiology
and psychology of sleep. This session
will discuss sleep disorders, including
insomnia, and the effects of poor sleep
on various health outcomes. Numerous
nonpharmacological interventions can
maximize sleep quantity and quality;
explore 15 such interventions. The
effects of sleep on memory will also
be explored. Finally, look at leading
theories about why we dream what
we do and how dream recall changes
throughout adulthood.
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You’ll be able to:
• Explain basic neurophysiology
of sleep.
• Describe ways to improve sleep
quantity and quality.
• Describe how sleep changes
throughout adulthood.
Faculty: Robert Winningham, PhD,
Western Oregon University.
| CEUs
Your staff does not care how much you
know until they know how much you care
Karen Woodard
The most successful organizations know
creating a culture that serves employees
is as important as creating a culture that
serves customers, guests, residents or
members. Learn how your organization
can make employees feel valued in a
meaningful way and how that culture
shift can have a positive impact on your
results, retention and revenue.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the difference between
team building and team bonding and
how to employ both.
• Learn what research tells us about
humor in the workplace and how it
can work for or against you.
• Employ the elements of individual,
organizational sustainability and
eight stress-busting behaviors.
2 0 2 2

Faculty: Karen Woodard, President,
Premium Performance Training.
| CEUs
Chair to champion
Cammy Dennis
Add simple, cost-effective tools to your
seated and standing exercise classes for
older adults. Seated exercises provide
a great opportunity for improvements
in strength and flexibility and allow
for exercise progression. When initial
goals are accomplished, add standing
exercises to train function and balance
more effectively, allowing older adults
to go from “chair to champion.” This
session will provide a demonstration
of exercise progressions from seated
to standing to functional movement
patterns.
You’ll be able to:
• Demonstrate seated and standing
exercises using simple, economical
exercise tools, such as Hula-Hoops,
balls, bands and noodles.
• Develop a progression of exercises
utilizing a rehearsal technique
that takes students from seated to
standing to functional movement
patterns.
• Incorporate training in multiple
planes of motion to reduce fall risks
and enhance independence.

Faculty: Cammy Dennis, BS, ACE,
Fitness Director, On Top of the World
Communities, LLC.
| CEUs
Improving physical function: Secrets from a
functional training expert
Paul Holbrook
Learn the safest and the most effective
ideas for effective programming to
achieve optimal physical function.
Discover an easy eight-second
assessment tool that requires only
the floor and learn how the five
fundamental movement patterns and
the five resets go hand in hand. Discuss
how speed and power are the “king”
of all modalities in terms of physical
function, plus discover the importance
of “holding the space of better health.”
You’ll be able to:
• Implement some simple applications
to create effective programming for
enhanced physical function.
• Conduct a simple formula to assess a
starting point for clients or residents
in a training program.
• Utilize speed and power in fitness
programs for active agers and discover
the many physical benefits that can be
acquired from this modality.
Faculty: Paul Holbrook, MA, CSCS,
President, Age Performance.
| CEUs

11:45 a.m.–12:45 p.m.
Lunch (on your own)/unstructured time
Grab a meal, catch up with colleagues,
review notes, prepare for the next
session, etc.

12:45 p.m.–1:45 p.m.
Empowering older adults through
intergenerational programs
Trent Stamp & Terry Kaelber
Research shows older adults who are
engaged in their communities live
longer, healthier lives and have a greater
sense of purpose. Gain an overview of
the importance of intergenerational
connections and resources to facilitate
them, plus examine how teams activate
older New Yorkers, empowering them
to address challenges for the benefit
of all ages, while positively impacting
participants’ health and well-being.
Learn the basics of these teams and hear
case stories.
You’ll be able to:
• Articulate the unique benefits of
intergenerational programs.
• Implement intergenerational
activities with self-directed volunteer teams.
• Connect with other intergenerational practitioners for continued
learning and networking.

Faculty: Trent Stamp, MA, CEO,
Eisner Foundation; and Terry
Kaelber, MPP, Director, Institute
for Empowered Aging at United
Neighborhood Houses.
| CEUs
Preparing new residents in advance to
thrive in-community
Kay Van Norman
What percentage of new residents are
truly prepared to embrace a wellness
lifestyle, and how does that impact
your community culture, resident
referral network and census? This
session will discuss the importance of
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creating a specific process to prepare
incoming residents to embrace a culture
of wellness and thrive in-community.
Explore what it could mean to your
community if more residents move in
with an internalized mindset of wellbeing and engagement.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize how encouraging
incoming residents to embrace
a mindset of well-being and
engagement will impact community
culture, census and referrals.
• Identify specific strategies that help
new residents embrace a mindset
of well-being and engagement,
regardless of health challenges.
S u m m i t
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• Describe how a deliberate process
to help new residents adjust to the
social and emotional aspects of
senior living can help them thrive.
Faculty: Kay Van Norman, MS,
President, Brilliant Aging.
| CEUs
Using social-based brain training to support
thinking, well-being in dementia
Cynthia Green
People living with dementia can
face difficulties maintaining social
connections and quality of life. Learn
about a social-based brain training model
for those living with dementia and get
practical guidance on integrating socialbased workouts that foster cognitive
stimulation, person-centeredness,
communication and connection. Take
away workouts and information to help
you optimize the training for individuals
with varying levels of memory loss.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the value of social
engagement for cognitive stimulation
training, communication, connection and well-being for persons
living with dementia.
• Plan programs that foster social
engagement in ways that specifically
target cognitive stimulation,
communication and well-being
when managing memory loss.
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• Refer to specific program ideas that
use social-based brain training for
those living with dementia.
Faculty: Cynthia Green, PhD,
President, TBH Brands.
| CEUs
Why every executive needs to focus on
culture now
Tom Johnston
Today’s workforce seeks more than
a paycheck. They want to work
with a purpose-driven organization.
Companies that focus on culture are
more likely to hire the right talent and
deliver exceptional customer experiences.
This interactive session will look at the
latest research and identify opportunities
that exist in every organization to build a
high-performance culture.
You’ll be able to:
• Take a six-minute behavioral
assessment and receive a free
behavioral report.
• Receive access to take a free People
Strategy Evaluation.
• Receive a copy of the latest data and
trends that drive high-performance
organizational culture.
Faculty: Tom Johnston, BS, Founder,
Talent Optimizer Group.

Motivating the fragile to become agile
Kimberly Huff
Agility, balance, coordination, power
and reaction time are all necessary
for mobility. All these skills can be
improved with an appropriately
designed exercise program, but fear
and lack of confidence often make it
difficult for more fragile participants
to engage in the necessary exercises.
Explore safe exercise progressions that
will boost functional movement as well
as effective motivational techniques to
encourage more fragile participants to
engage in beneficial exercise.
You’ll be able to:
• Demonstrate exercises that
will improve agility, balance,
coordination, power and reaction
time and can easily be incorporated
into an exercise class or individual
exercise program.
• Demonstrate appropriate exercise
progressions to allow less-fit
participants to develop confidence
with the exercises.
• Use motivational cues to encourage
less-fit participants to challenge
themselves.
Faculty: Kimberly Huff, MS, CSCS,
Director of Fitness and Wellness, Acts
Retirement-Life Communities.

| CEUs
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Build up to body weight
Libby Norris, Ruth Parliament, Michelle Kerr
& Janice Hutton
Everyday activities require us to move
our body against gravity; however,
many older adults lack the strength,
stability and body awareness to move
safely. Many of us create classes with
body weight exercises to develop
everyday strength but without
appreciating participants’ limitations.
In this session, we will create a series of
movement progressions to build the
important attributes so participants can
safely perform body weight exercises,
so they can move through life with
confidence.
You’ll be able to:
• Outline safe movement mechanics to
properly build muscular endurance
and strength.
• Infer the value of building core and
joint stability, balance and body
awareness before introducing body
weight training.
• Progress participants of all abilities
to appropriate body weight training
safely to enhance activities of daily
living.
Faculty: Libby Norris, BA, FIPTS,
Inspired Energy; Ruth Parliament,
MEd, FIPTS, House of Parliament
Wellness; Michelle Kerr, Fitness
Programs, City of Mississauga; and

Janice Hutton, Owner, Phys-excel
Fitness Consulting.
| CEUs
Happier and healthier employees through
physical activity and exercise
Aaron Aslakson
High levels of occupational stress
affect employee job satisfaction
and performance and can lead to
high levels of employee burnout
and turnover. Physical activity and
exercise can mitigate adverse outcomes
of occupational stress and increase
employee resilience. Compare and
contrast physical activity/exercise
with other strategies frequently
implemented to help employees cope
with occupational stress. Learn simple,
effective ways to promote physical
activity/exercise as a part of any
employee wellness program.
You’ll be able to:
• Explain the relationship between
occupational stress and components
of occupational burnout, employee
satisfaction, job performance and
employee turnover.
• Describe how physical activity and
exercise may reduce the adverse
effects of occupational stress and
increase employee resilience.
• Implement physical activity and
exercise as a part of employee

wellness programs and demonstrate
how physical activity and exercise
can be used in conjunction with
other occupational stress coping
strategies.
Faculty: Aaron Aslakson, MA,
Director, Fitness Centers, Walker
Methodist.
| CEUs
Wellness adventure walk
Stephen Brown, Sarah Robertson
& Bailey Turpin
Join us for an interactive quest through
the local area focusing on the physical
and intellectual dimensions of wellness.
Work in teams to identify answers to
themed questions and participate in
fitness challenges as we journey through
our route. Get tips on how to utilize
outdoor space to create fun workouts
for all fitness backgrounds and “walk
away” with a program toolkit to use in
your settings.
You’ll be able to:
• Utilize outdoor space in creative
and innovative ways for wellness
programming.
• Experience the value of blending
intellectual and physical components
to generate interest and engagement
for attendees.
• Refer to a take home Wellness
Adventure Quest toolkit that will

allow you to immediately implement
session content in employee wellness
or older-adult settings.
Faculty: Stephen Brown, BA, FAS,
National Director of Training and
Customer Support–Wellness Services;
Sarah Robertson, Bam CPT, National
Director of Training and Customer
Support–Wellness Services, and
Bailey Turpin, BA, National Program
Director–Wellness Services, Aegis
Therapies/EnerG by Aegis.
| CEUs

1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.
ICAA EXPO
Florida Exhibition Hall A-B
Check out new and innovative
product/service offerings for the activeaging industry at the ICAA Expo.
Discover technologies, equipment and
services to support multidimensional
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wellness from providers committed to
meeting the industry’s needs.

4:30 p.m.–5:45 p.m.
Preventing unnecessary functional loss in
transitions between care settings
Leah Klusch
This interactive, case-based session will
explore the functional loss older adults
may experience when they transition
between independent living and acute
and post-acute healthcare settings. When
unexpected trauma or medical instability
requires short-term intensive institutional
care, many are launched into irreversible
functional decline. When transitions
are carefully managed, better outcomes
can be obtained. Identify events that
produce negative outcomes and show
how proactive documentation and
communication can prevent/reduce longterm functional loss.
S u m m i t
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You’ll be able to:
• Identify steps older adults can take to
document current health status and
treatment.
• Discuss the best communication
methods to use with acute and
post-acute providers and medical
professionals.
• Discuss five essential steps to return a
person to independent living.
Faculty: Leah Klusch, RN, BSN,
Executive Director, The Alliance
Training Center.
| CEUs
Find me the money!
Stacey Judge & Amanda Oberg
Funding for capital projects, new
equipment or the capacity to reach a
larger audience may mean looking for
opportunity outside your organization.
Research studies, grant opportunities
and not-for-profit partnerships can
present themselves in unique ways, but
all require you to create an attractive
proposal. How can you help your
project or proposal stand out? Examine
examples of successful proposals and
understand the importance of data
collection, reporting and assessments to
improve your odds of securing funding.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify innovative ways to secure
funding.
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• Determine what preparatory work
can help your project stand out from
the crowd.
• Package your “ask” to make it more
attractive to funders.
Faculty: Stacey Judge, BS, CPT,
Wellness Program Director, and
Amanda Oberg, MS, Regional Wellness
Program Director, Springpoint.

how to pivot when the population
changes.
• Achieve consistent engagement
results instead of sporadic
attendance.
Faculty: Libbi Hash, BA, National
Director of Wellness and Memory Care
Programming, Kisco Senior Living.
| CEUs

| CEUs
Y’all come back now: Increasing and
sustaining participation and engagement
Libbi Hash
This session will demonstrate the
differences between participation/
attendance and actual engagement in
wellness and activity programming.
Learn how to successfully transition
“participants” to become “engaged
participants,” utilizing some commonly
offered programming examples.
Preparation and delivery are key
ingredients in creating successful events
and reengaging participants who have
become disengaged.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the difference between
attendance and engagement, which
is crucial for successful reengagement
in post-pandemic conditions.
• Design and deliver programs, events,
activities and outings specifically for
your current population and know
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Understanding and engaging older adults
Jeff Weiss
Who are today’s older adults, and how
do they differ from how society portrays
them? This session will define this target
group, plus reveal the Dirty Dozen
Myths associated with aging. By crushing
myths and breaking stigmas/stereotypes
attached to older consumers, there is a
significant opportunity to change how
society, businesses and organizations view
and engage older, active adults. Learn
about 11 proprietary personas identified
within the Active Aging consumer
group and how to adapt to meet their
functional/emotional needs.
You’ll be able to:
• Develop an understanding of
today’s active older adults and how
to segment them based on their
concerns, desires and overall outlook
on life.
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• Recognize and break the stereotypes
often associated with adults ages
50+.
• Discuss how progressive companies
and brands are engaging older adults in
more realistic and aspirational ways.
Faculty: Jeff Weis, President and CEO,
Age of Majority .
| CEUs
Impact of nutrition on mental health status
in older adults
Jen Bruning
Mental health among older adults living
in a congregate setting has long been a
topic of interest, never more than while
they were navigating the isolation,
stress and boredom brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic. This session will
explore the role nutrition can play in
maintaining or improving the mental
health status of older adults via the
gut-brain axis, nutrient abundance and
enjoyment of meals.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe the gut-brain axis and its
role in influencing mental health.
• List three nutrients and their roles in
supporting mental health.
• Discuss how residents’ mental health
and emotional needs can be met via a
senior living menu program.

Faculty: Jen Bruning, MS, RDN,
Director of Nutrition and Brand
Innovation, Incite Strategic Partners.
| CEUs
Dual-task gamification: Delivering optimized
brain and body wellness
Mike Studer & Robert Winningham
Learn how to translate the science of
dual-task (DT) screening, examination and training into applications
throughout your community. Learn
about precise DT delivery in a game
setting, integrating the latest in lowand high-tech advances. Explore how to
conduct DT screening and prescription
for community health fairs, direct
health relationships and wellness
interventions on individual and group
levels, including delivery in person and
via telehealth.
You’ll be able to:
• Define dual task and gamification,
explaining how each can be used
in training and examination to
optimize dosage and intensity.
• Apply the science of dual task for
greater population health and
wellness across fitness measures of
both cognition and physical capacity.
• List four daily life experiences that
are influenced by dual-task tolerance.
Faculty: Mike Studer, DPT, CoOwner, Spark Rehabilitation and

Wellness; and Robert Winningham,
PhD, Western Oregon University.
| CEUs
Grounding during shaky times
Elise Foss & Becky Paulin-Liston
This multifaceted experience focuses
on helping you find your center and
connection to the ground, which you can
use during any time of uncertainty/change
and share with your clients. Breathing
and centering practices will explore the
first chakra and the secondary chakras in
the feet. Neurodevelopmental sequences
will guide you to move from this centered
point outward, while balance practices
will help integrate this into functional
movement.
You’ll be able to:
• Practice simple techniques for
grounding and centering yourself
through breathing, meditation and
movement practices.
• Determine the role of the foot and
ankle in maintaining your balance
and learn ways to keep your feet
happy, flexible and strong.
• Recognize the foot-core connection.
Faculty: Elise Foss, MS, GLCMA,
HC, CPT, Wholistic Fitness Expert,
VivaElise! Wellness; and Becky PaulinListon, PT, RYT, Integrated Physical
Therapy and Yoga.

Female, hearty and hardy… But different
Patricia VanGalen
With more data and incredible diagnostic
imaging and procedures, we better
understand the biological differences
between men and women when it comes
to frailty and related risk factors and
diseases. The R.E.H.A.B. program—
restore energy, hardiness, aspirations
and benchmarks—provides a window
of opportunity to create and maintain
an environment ripe for repair and
regeneration. R.E.H.A.B. can extend the
healthspan, expand movement sphere and
add life to our years.
You’ll be able to:
• Expand your understanding of the
biological differences in how and
when women develop, present and
progress toward the most common
chronic diseases and disabilities.
• Take a prep and prehab approach
to addressing the PREs: pre-frailty,
pre-penias, pre-hypertension, prediabetes, pre-hyperlipidemia, premetabolic syndrome, etc.
• Rethink and update health and
well-being programming and
training systems for pre-, peri- and
postmenopausal women based on
current research, anecdotes and
common sense.

Faculty: Patricia VanGalen, MS, CPT,
ETT, Owner, Active & Agile.
| CEUs
Partners, teams and groups, oh my! Social
fitness experiences
Emily Johnson
Learn strategies and techniques for
creating truly social fitness experiences.
Explore ways to incorporate partners,
teams and groups into a variety of
fitness classes, including cardio,
strength, flexibility and balance
sessions. You will leave this session with
more than 10 ways to make your classes
more social through partner, team and
group exercise and activities.
You’ll be able to:
• Create a more social fitness
experience by using partners, teams
and groups.
• Incorporate bands, weights and balls
in work with partners, teams and
groups.
• Incorporate group work into cardio,
strength, flexibility and balance
classes.
Faculty: Emily Johnson, Founder and
Creative Director, StrongerU Senior
Fitness, Inc.
| CEUs

| CEUs
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Leadership Summit sessions

THURSDAY SESSIONS: November 10, 2022
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m.

Tracks

Create your own “Wellness Wednesday”
podcast

Business alignment: wellness/performance

measures alignment, outcomes tracking, research
Cognitive & emotional health: programs,
communication methods, activities/social groups
Leadership & management: partnerships,
management, staff/wellness culture leadership
Nutrition for older adults: nutrient needs,
techniques/programs promoting healthy eating,
collaborations
Physical activity: plan/deliver research or exercise
physiology-based activities, modifications
Programming: multidimensional calendars, single
programs, development, content, outcomes
Staffing & employee wellness: staff recruitment/
retention, integration, motivation, results tracking
Technology: hardware/software in multiple areas,
social media, multimedia, tech trends
Trends & innovations: application, innovations in
the field, technologies, “big picture”
Wellness integration with healthcare: wellness
staff coordination with healthcare professionals,
program benefits
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Janet Olson & Christina Gamble
Learn every step involved in starting
a podcast to enhance communication
and deliver important messages to
residents and team members. Steps
include identifying your reason for
starting a podcast, understanding
your audience, naming your podcast,
choosing a format and gathering the
necessary equipment. Discover how
creating a podcast can enhance wellness
in all dimensions for all participants.
You’ll be able to:
• Describe the steps involved in
creating a wellness podcast and
the seven benefits of producing a
podcast.
• Discuss why creating a Wellness
Wednesday podcast can enhance all
dimensions of wellness in a life-plan
community.
• Implement a wellness podcast for
both residents and team members in
your community.
Faculty: Janet Olson, MS, Wellness
Director, and Christina Gamble, BA,
AFAA, Wellness Supervisor, Paradise
Valley Estates.
| CEUs
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Fostering intergenerational connections in
your community
Jennifer Kulik
What have you learned from an older
adult? What have you shared with
someone younger than you? Research
shows intergenerational interactions
help shape our lives in important
ways. The session will highlight
relevant research, demonstrate models
of intergenerational programs and
activities, and detail the necessary steps
to plan and implement a successful
intergenerational program in your
community.
You’ll be able to:
• Design an intergenerational program
for your community.
• Find local youth partners and other
support to help implement an
intergenerational program.
• Facilitate several activities designed
for an intergenerational audience.
Faculty: Jennifer Kulik, PhD, Founder
and CEO, SilverKite Community Arts.
| CEUs
Breaking barriers, implementing a personal
training program
Chelsea Blanding & Patrick Picciocchi
Physical fitness is among the most
important factors in maintaining a
healthy lifestyle for older adults. Not
only can exercise help boost cognitive,
2 0 2 2

muscular and cardiovascular health,
but it can elevate mood, decrease stress
and improve confidence. Personal
training can be beneficial in breaking
barriers in sedentary older adults
while increasing participation in your
fitness programming. Learn techniques
to implement a personal training
program as a fee-for-service program,
plus explore how implementing one
can benefit your fitness and rehab
departments.
You’ll be able to:
• Implement a fee-for-service personal
training program in different levels
of care.
• Provide one-on-one personal
training to improve residents’
mental, physical and social
well-being.
• Implement strategies that will
be beneficial for the partnership
between your fitness and rehab
departments.
Faculty: Chelsea Blanding, MS, CPT,
Fitness Director, and Patrick Picciocchi,
MS, CPT, Executive Director,
Matthews Glen, Acts Retirement-Life
Communities.
| CEUs

Assessing and addressing the effects of
long COVID
Dean Sbragia
Learn how to identify symptoms of
long COVID, differentiate from other
neurological challenges, formulate a
treatment plan and create assessments
to gauge efficacy of interventions.
Screening options are both computerized and observational, and most
interventions can be performed with
equipment that exists at most facilities.
Case studies from ongoing research will
be shared and updated.
You’ll be able to:
• Identify the manifestations of long
COVID.
• Identify severity of the condition
and determine which level of
intervention is required.
• Assess which interventions are best
for each individual, decide how to
progress and determine criteria for
discharge.
Faculty: Dean Sbragia, MBA, CDP,
CMDCP, CEO, Medical Fitness
Solutions.
| CEUs
Chair yoga for older adults
Allissa Raway
Experience and learn an entire
chair yoga class that will challenge
strength, balance, mobility, endurance

and dual-tasking while settling the
mind and spirit. Leave with a better
understanding of how to intelligently
design a chair-based yoga class. Discuss
safety measures, contraindications
and brief yoga philosophy. Take home
sequences of poses you can adapt to
your community.
You’ll be able to:
• Teach poses that increase balance,
flexibility, strength, postural
awareness, brain health (through
dual-tasking, coordination and
meditation) and cardiovascular health
in mixed-level, older-adult classes.
• Integrate yoga philosophy and
tradition, alignment, cueing and
safety precautions to your classes.
• Intelligently design classes with yoga
postures to enhance participants’
class experiences and increase their
mind-body outcomes.

Faculty: Allissa Raway, BS, MES,
Fitness Lead, Friendship Village of
Bloomington.
| CEUs
Less is more: Time-sensitive programming
for older adults
Colin Hoobler
Dramatically reduce exercise time, fall
risk and joint pain using programming
techniques based on biomechanics,
sports medicine and neuroscience.
When specific biomechanical principles
are applied, a full body strengthening
program should take only five to seven
minutes for a deconditioned person
and 15 to 20 minutes for a relatively fit
individual.
You’ll be able to:
• Apply the concepts of work and
torque to time-saving programming
for older adults.
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• Differentiate between time-sensitive
and traditional programming
methods based on scientific
principles.
• Describe time-sensitive programming in a way that inspires
older adults to participate in class
offerings.
Faculty: Colin Hoobler, PT, DPT, MS,
S3 Balance, LLC.
| CEUs
Implementing a cueing hierarchy to
maximize participant success
Libby Norris, Ruth Parliament, Michelle Kerr
& Janice Hutton
In today’s hybrid movement environment, the type and timing of your
movement cues have an immediate
impact on participant experience
and safety. In this workshop, we will
develop an easy-to-implement cueing
S u m m i t
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system that highlights how to progress
from essential cues to layer more
focused cues that teach, educate and
motivate your participants. Learn how
to leverage the power of your words to
deliver the best possible class results.
You’ll be able to:
• Implement a cueing formula to use
in a class format that promotes great
technique, manages posture, offers a
range of exercise challenges, inspires
effort and fully engages everyone.
• Identify the priority of sequencing
cues and the importance of cueing
consistency to deliver a great
participant experience.
• Adapt your cueing skill set to deliver
a safe, engaging class in both live and
virtual formats.
Faculty: Libby Norris, BA, FIPTS, Inspired
Energy; Ruth Parliament, MEd, FIPTS,
House of Parliament Wellness; Michelle
Kerr, Fitness Programs, City of Mississauga;
and Janice Hutton, Owner, Phys-excel
Fitness Consulting.
| CEUs

8:45 a.m.–9:45 a.m.
Cognitive training boosts wellness, memory:
Acar Brain Health Study outcomes
Theresa Perry & Cynthia Green
A recent two-year study across 23
Acts Retirement-Life Communities
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shows cognitive wellness programs
empower residents with a deeper
understanding of how to direct their
brain fitness engagement, promote
more participation in brain wellness
interventions, boost confidence in
their ability to make a difference to
their brain health, and increase use
of memory strategies. Learn details
of study methods, interventions,
and findings—and how to support
the science behind wellness-based
interventions.
You’ll be able to:
• Explain the science behind the
efficacy of brain training programs
for cognitively independent adults.
• Share the results of a large
community-based study on the
impact of scalable, affordable brain
wellness training for cognitively
independent older adults.
• Discuss how your community
can contribute to the research by
collaborating with educational and
academic partners.
Faculty: Theresa Perry, Corporate
Director of Wellness, Acts RetirementLife Communities; and Cynthia Green,
PhD, President, TBH Brands.
| CEUs
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Actively engaging your team for cultural
transformation
Jill Ricker & Christina Matzke
An organization’s culture is what
happens day to day. It is revealed in
it its systems, tools, decision-making
and relationships between employees,
leadership, team members, families
and residents. Does your culture enable
employees who enable residents? For
new employees, building culture begins
in the interview process, along with
their perception of your organization
and its reputation in the outside
community. Is it possible to create
culture and make it last? Join us for an
experiential session on culture building
from an operational perspective.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the impact of a community’s culture and describe how
staff, residents, families and the
surrounding community contribute
to your culture.
• Describe how culture impacts the
longevity of employees and discuss how
to build a culture that will help you
retain staff during these critical times.
• Act to enable employees to
enable residents to resist negative
stereotypes about being old.
Faculty: Jill Ricker, BS, CDP,
National Director of Operations,
SAIDO Learning, Covenant Living
2 0 2 2

Communities and Services; and
Christina Matzke, BS, President and
COO, Sunset Senior Communities.
| CEUs
Stories of a lifetime: How sharing life
stories benefits elder engagement and
mental well-being
Walter Schlomann
Numerous studies show the benefits
of reminiscing and reviewing one’s life.
This session highlights two programs:
Biographical Recordings and Life-Stories
Sharing. Biographical Recordings allows
older adults to preserve their stories in
audio, video or print form. Life-Stories
Sharing utilizes video clips to foster active
discussions. Such themes as “The Greatest
Generation” or “Technology Then and
Now” aid in reminiscing. Discussion
will explore the programs’ objectives,
methodologies and benefits for creating
engagement for older adults.
You’ll be able to:
• Implement these programs in your
environment.
• Interview older adults about their
lives in order to create stories that
will benefit them.
• Describe the advantages of these
programs to senior managers,
supervisors, staff, marketing
departments and potential clients
and their families.

Faculty: Walter Schlomann, BA,
President, Heritage Media Group.
| CEUs
Innovation through senior living
technology adoption
Nick Patel & Paul Steinichen
Every retirement community should
have a strategic roadmap when it
comes to implementing and supporting
smart technologies. Whether updating
old technology systems to meet new
needs or adding new technology
and infrastructure, communities
must look for ways to best serve their
constituents. Learn how a proactive,
holistic approach to smart technologies,
including artificial intelligence (AI) and
predictive modeling, can be leveraged
to enhance quality of life of older adults
and improve clinical decision-making.
You’ll be able to:
• Break down existing and emerging
smart technology ecosystems and
trends being incorporated into
the master planning of new and
repositioned life-plan communities.
• Recognize the importance of
infrastructure design in supporting
prominent technology solutions and
its impact on the master planning
and overall design of senior living
communities.

• Discuss how provider organizations adopt and deploy smart
technologies, including AI and
predictive modeling, and how
these technologies can be leveraged
to enhance the overall sense of
community, safety and quality of
life for residents.
Faculty: Nick Patel, BSC, President,
and Paul Steinichen, MS, Technology
Officer, ThriveWell Tech.
| CEUs
Power training: Practical insights from
the research
Joseph Signorile
Power (the product of applied force
and movement velocity) declines
exponentially with age, which increases
the risk of falls and reduces the ability
of older adults to perform activities
of daily living. Recent research has
provided new insights into the practical
applications of power training in
wellness centers, extended care settings,
physical therapy units and gyms. This
session will explain how to apply the
newest testing and training techniques
and technologies to increase power in
your facility.
You’ll be able to:
• Recognize the importance of power
for maintaining independence and
reducing fall risk.

• Refer to the latest assessment
techniques for assessing upper and
lower body power that are easy to
apply in any clinical setting.
• Develop and apply targeted power
training to meet individual needs
and goals.
Faculty: Joseph Signorile, PhD,
Professor, University of Miami.
| CEUs
Make life with Parkinson’s manageable
through movement
Margot McKinnon
This session introduces how the
nervous system works and describes the
role it plays in human movement. We
will apply that knowledge to determine
what happens to the nervous system
in people living with Parkinson’s
disease and how movement is affected. Then we will review best practices
for exercise programming and intervention to manage and potentially slow
down the progressive nature of this
disease. Learn how to design exercise
programs that help people living with
Parkinson’s enhance their movement
potential.
You’ll be able to:
• Relay a basic understanding of
neurophysiology with respect to
neurological impairments related to
Parkinson’s disease.
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• Describe techniques that promote
change in movement patterns
for individuals with neurological
impairments.
• Design exercise programs for
individuals with Parkinson’s disease.
Faculty: Margot McKinnon, MEd,
NPCP, CEO, Body Harmonics, Inc.
| CEUs
Wake up your body and mind after 50
Malin Svensson
Turning 50 is a milestone that often
prompts clients to consider how to live
the best healthy life. This session will
help you guide clients to overcome their
fear of aging and open their minds to
endless possibilities. By discovering
new ways to change thoughts, clients
will feel empowered and motivated to
exercise. Learn about pain-free ways to
move the body. Also explore body and
mind practices that play a key role in
leading a fun, healthy and fulfilling life.
You’ll be able to:
• Implement a holistic system to help
clients create a positive mindset
about their health and fitness.
• Share the importance of socialization, emotional support and
goal setting.
• Analyze and update your exercise
programming so that it is safe and
effective and has high adherence.
S u m m i t
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Faculty: Malin Svensson, MA, CPT,
President, Nordic Body.
| CEUs
The longevity strategy
Joy Prouty
What do longevity and active aging
mean to us and to those we care
about? It truly depends on where we
are in life. So, how do we take the lead
and initiative to plan for longevity
personally and professionally? Is there a
roadmap? Gain ideas for longevity areas
we identify, including evaluating career,
remaining relevant in a changing tech
world, and finding that passion toward
goals/opportunities that drives us to
grow and evolve. How do we keep our
clients engaged and feeling relevant and
purposeful, too? Let’s discuss!
You’ll be able to:
• Take the lead and initiative to think
about, and plan, for longevity and
what it means in your life.
• Evaluate your career (job), and
identify steps, opportunities and
decisions that take you forward as
you follow your goals and passion.
• Build a successful client base,
business relationships and network,
with longevity as the outcome.
Faculty: Joy Prouty, ZES (Zumba
Education Specialist), Zumba Fitness, LLC.
| CEUs
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10:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m.
Innovate mobility: Digitally bridging and
scaling the mobility training gap
Nathan Estrada
This session reveals how digital,
evidence-based mobility training
programs can empower older adults
through dual-task training and allow
them physically and emotionally to live
to the fullest. Colorado has proven that
digital solutions work for older adults,
who are more than ready to have their
needs met in home and digitally. A
new class of clinically and actuarially
validated digital mobility programs
that require no in-person setup or
progression can change lives.
You’ll be able to:
• Recall the technology utilization
and engagement behaviors of today’s
older adults and translate this
knowledge to boost enrollment in
any digital health program.
• Discuss how reflexive balance
training through dual-tasking works
and how to overcome barriers for
successful programs.
• Measure and assess the outcomes for
digital health programs, quantify
user experience and cost savings,
and leverage outcomes to maximize
impact and build collaborative
coalitions.
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Faculty: Nathan Estrada, DPT, Vice
President of Clinical, Nymbl Science.
| CEUs
Taking lessons from rural America to the
whole country
Terry Hill & Debra Laine
The rural environment has been
described as older and less healthy with
gaps in health outcomes. The National
Rural Health Resource Center works
to improve rural healthcare and has
assisted a move toward value-based
care models. These efforts have created
collaborative, community-based
practices that can also be applied to
urban environments. Explore the
financial advantages for rural hospitals
and aging services providers when they
work together in new value payment
models, while promoting health equity
and transitions of care.
You’ll be able to:
• Choose collaborative, communitybased rural approaches that address
health equity and transitions of care
to apply in your organization or
community.
• Identify ways of integrating aging
services within acute care models.
• Determine how aging service
providers can access payment for
their services, as part of rural valuebased payment models.
2 0 2 2

Faculty: Terry Hill, Senior Advisor for
Rural Health Leadership and Policy,
and Debra Laine, Senior Program
Specialist, Team Lead, National Rural
Health Resource Center.
| CEUs
Accessible yoga for personal training clients
Cindy Senk
Yoga is an ancient practice that unites
mind, body and spirit. Practicing yoga
provides numerous evidence-based
benefits, including calmness of mind,
flexibility and functionality of body,
and enhanced connection to others.
You do not have to be a yoga teacher
to share its benefits with your personal
training clients. In this session, learn
accessible yoga poses that are easily
adaptable to your clients’ physical needs
and abilities, and practice along with
the presenter.
You’ll be able to:
• Teach a sun salutation while sitting
in a chair.
• Teach the three-part yoga breath.
• Teach tense and release technique.
Faculty: Cindy Senk, MEd, CPT,
Personal Trainer, Yoga Teacher, Owner,
Movement for ALL.
| CEUs

Accommodate, assist or acquiesce?
Patricia VanGalen
Are we nudging people toward dependence in a safe but small environment?
When should I accommodate a
challenge so I can keep doing what
makes me tick? When do I need
assistance so I can keep living well with
purpose for longer? When is it time
to acquiesce and accept long-term
services? Family members, healthcare
providers and individuals wrestle
with these scenarios. It’s up to us to
lead, mentor and boost confidence
and competence through our actions,
coaching, programming and services.
It’s a mindset makeover.
You’ll be able to:
• Redefine accommodation, assistance
and the need for home healthcare
and/or skilled nursing services
through a lens of hardiness.
• Challenge the mindset of safety
being the number one priority when
it kills creativity, purpose and dignity
and promotes apathy and depression.
• Educate and inspire older adults
to take the uncomfortable road
sometimes, to defy the backward
slide.
Faculty: Patricia VanGalen, MS, CPT,
ETT, Owner, Active & Agile.
| CEUs

Pilates moves for superior posture
Linda Magee
Keeping posture in good form is
vital for activities of daily living and
proficient functional movements. These
pilates exercises help to correct postural
imbalances, strengthen underactive
muscles and increase flexibility of
overactive muscles. Learn a systematic
approach to cueing your participants
to taller versions of themselves. This
session is targeted to your active-agers
who can get down and back up from
the floor.

You’ll be able to:
• Determine which muscles may be
overactive in order to implement
corrective pilates exercises for the
imbalance.
• Cue participants with the kinetic
chain points as references effectively
for specific postural deviations.
• Vary participants’ body position to
accommodate flexibility issues.
Faculty: Linda Magee, MA, NASM
Master Trainer, Owner, Linda Magee
Fitness.
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TRAVEL

Health and safety at
Gaylord Palms

ACCOMMODATIONS

Resort fee
A daily resort fee, $30 plus applicable
tax, covers several in-room amenities
(see sidebar on page 39). This fee is
included in the guest room rate.

One night’s room plus tax is a required
deposit to guarantee your reservation.
This deposit is refundable for a
cancellation three (3) days/72 hours
prior to arrival date.

At Gaylord Palms, you and your team
can stay in comfortable rooms or suites
with optional connecting bedrooms.

Hotel parking
The current daily parking fee is $28 for
self-parking and $40 for valet parking
plus applicable tax, currently 7.5%.
(Our group has discounted self-parking
at $16 plus tax.)

ICAA group rates apply three (3) days
before, and three (3) days after, the
event’s dates (subject to availability).
Each additional room guest pays a $20
fee, except for children 12 years and
under staying with a parent.

Fees

Reservations

Cancellations
Gaylord Palms requires notice of
cancellations at least 3 days/72 hours
prior to arrival.

Gaylord Palms Resort and Convention
Center will host the ICAA Conference,
Leadership Summit and Expo 2022.
The hotel is located at 6000 West
Osceola Parkway, Kissimmee, Greater
Orlando, Florida.

Room rates
Single/double occupancy rooms $244
Emerald Bay $284
All fees are in US dollars. Applicable
taxes will be added to room rates
(currently 14.5%).
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Book and confirm your accommodations for the ICAA Conference,
Leadership Summit and Expo at
https://book.passkey.com/go/
ICAA2022. Or call 877-491-0442.
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Gaylord Palms offers mobile
or web check-in, a mobile key
and other low contact services.
Review room preferences/check in
ahead of arrival with the Marriott
Bonvoy App. Gain a mobile key to
your room for your smartphone
(available to single guests who are
Marriott Bonvoy members).
Learn more:
• App: https://mobile-app.
marriott.com/en-us
• Membership: www.marriott.
com/loyalty/createAccount/
createAccountPage1.mi
Along with other COVID-19
protocols, Gaylord Hotels’
Enhanced Health and Safety
Cleanliness Standards are in place
to protect you and your team.
Learn more:
https://gaylordhotels clean.
marriott.com
No busing service or designated
housing provider is available for
ICAA’s event. For alternative
accommodation or for a block of
rooms at Gaylord Palms, contact
ICAA at 866-335-9777 (toll-free) or
info@icaa.cc.

In-room amenities
• Resort-wide Internet access:
• Enhanced in-room wireless
Internet access for up to six
devices
• Basic wireless Internet access in
public areas and Convention
Center on a shared network
• Two bottled waters replenished daily
in your guest room
• 24-hour access to Relâche Fitness
Center
• Scheduled shuttle service to Walt
Disney World® Theme Parks and
Disney Springs®
• Local, toll-free and domestic longdistance telephone calls
• $10 credit towards dry cleaning
services
• Private training session (15 min.)
at Relâche Fitness Center (Limited
sessions available 5 a.m.–12 p.m.
Tuesday to Saturday. Appointments
required. Visit the fitness center to
sign up.)
• One bucket of range balls at nearby
Celebration Golf Club

TRANSPORTATION
Shuttle services

Hotel shuttle
The Gaylord Palms Orlando Shuttle
ferries guests between the hotel and
Walt Disney World Theme Parks
and Disney Springs® dining, shopping and entertainment center
(www.disneysprings.com). Ask
the concierge desk for the daily
schedule.
I-RIDE Trolley
Jump on the I-RIDE Trolley to visit
Orlando’s International Drive Resort
Area. This service operates 8:00 a.m.–
10:30 p.m. daily. Exact change is
required for cash fares; unlimited
ride passes are available.

Protecting participants: ICAA’s
COVID-19 policy and protocols
Protecting your health and safety
remains the top priority for the ICAA
Conference, Leadership Summit and
Expo 2022. For that reason, everyone
who participates—attendees, presenters,
exhibitors, visitors and staff—needs to
follow ICAA’s COVID-19 Policy and
Health and Safety Protocols.
A signed COVID policy must
accompany your registration to be
processed (see accompanying print or
online registration form). The three key
requirements involve:

Learn more:
www.internationaldriveorlando.com/
iride-trolley/

Orlando International Airport (MCO)
and Orlando Sanford International
Airport (SFB).

Mears Connect
Traveling via Orlando International
Airport? Mears Connect is an airport,
hotel and resort shuttle service that will
take you from the airport to Gaylord
Palms. Standard and Express service
levels provided. Reserve your ride online.
Learn more:
www.mearsconnect.com.

See the websites below for details
about Orlando’s airport parking and
transportation options (including
rental cars) and the region’s ride-share
services.
Learn more:
• Orlando MCO: www.orlandoairports.
net/parking-transportation/
• Orlando SFB: https://flysfb.com/
ground-transportation-parking/
• Lyft Orlando: www.lyft.com/rider/
cities/orlando-fl
• Uber Orlando: www.uber.com/
global/en/cities/orlando/

Ride services and taxis

In addition to shuttles, taxi cabs and
ride services Lyft and Uber can take
you to your desired destinations around
Orlando. These options are available
24/7 for pickups and drop-offs at
• submitting proof of full vaccination
status or negative PCR COVID-19
test*
• masking when not eating, drinking or
presenting (if a speaker)
• staying away if you test positive before
the event,* feel ill/have COVID
symptoms, or have been exposed to
someone with symptoms or suspected/
confirmed COVID
This policy is based on guidance from
the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the World Health
Organization (WHO), and will evolve
with the COVID situation. Specific
requirements, including but not limited
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to the type of documentation, type of test
and the period in which a test must be
administered, may change closer to
the event.
ICAA has also worked with partners
Accushield and Gaylord Palms Resort and
Convention Center in Orlando to align
with the latest guidelines for safety and to
make the process as simple as possible
for you.
* Visit https://icaaconference.icaa.cc/
covid_overview.php for full ICAA
protocols and policy information.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q. What is included in the ICAA
Conference/Summit fee?
A. Your registration fee includes
educational seminars, general sessions,
handouts and entry to the Expo.
Q. Do I need to register for my
session choices ahead of time?
A. No. You may attend any educational
seminar or ICAA General Session
without registering.

“I love attending the ICAA Conference. It doesn’t matter if it’s
virtual or in-person, you are going to get a spectacular
selection of presenters that are top-notch.”
Debby Langan, LBSW, CSA
Mercy Ridge Retirement Community

Q. How do I earn continuing
education units for the sessions I
attend?
A. You can earn credits by signing up
for the CEU program. To cover costs,
there is a USD$45 fee when you enroll
by October 28, $55 on-site.

Q. Where is ICAA 2022 held?
A. The ICAA Conference, Leadership
Summit and Expo takes place
November 8–10, 2022, at the Gaylord
Palms Resort and Convention Center
in Kissimmee, Greater Orlando,
Florida. Registration will be located in
the Sun Ballroom Foyer.
Q. Why attend ICAA’s event?
A. You can connect, learn and recharge
with almost 900 individuals in the
ICAA community through this annual
learning experience and expo. This
year’s educational program will help
you plan, design, develop or evolve a
culture that imagines and embraces new
opportunities associated with living
well, at any age.
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Q. What will I find at the ICAA
Expo?
A. Discover new technologies, equipment
and services to support multidimensional
wellness from providers committed to
meeting the industry’s needs. Exhibitors
will demonstrate products, respond to
questions and build relationships with
attendees.
Q. What precautions are you
implementing for safety due to the
pandemic?
A. Protecting the health and
safety of everyone remains the top
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priority for the ICAA Conference,
Leadership Summit and Expo 2022.
All participants must affirm when
registering that they have read,
and they agree to follow, ICAA’s
COVID-19 Policy and Health and
Safety Protocols for this event. This
policy is based on guidance from the
US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the World
Health Organization (WHO). Specific
requirements may change closer to the
meeting based on CDC guidelines at
that time.
Q. How do I become an ICAA
member?
A. You can become an ICAA member
and save on your conference/summit
fee when you register. Fill out the
optional membership section when
you register online at www.icaa.cc/
registration.php. Learn about
member benefits at www.icaa.cc/
membership.htm.
Q. We’re enrolling several people.
How do we register?
A. . For a group discount, you must all
register at the same time and make one
payment for the total fees. Visit www.
icaa.cc/conferenceandevents/rates.
htm to complete one online application
form per person, then pay by PayPal.
Alternatively, download a registration

form to copy and complete for each
person. Then fax all forms together to
604-708-4464 and note payment by
check or credit card. Or call us toll-free
at 866-335-9777 to register by phone.
Q. Can I register now and pay later?
A. Yes. You can register online or by fax
or phone, then call us later with your
credit card information or mail a check.
If payment does not arrive within 30
days, your registration will be cancelled.
To pay by check after October 14,
indicate this payment method on your
registration form and then fax a copy of
the check to 604-708-4464. Payment
must be received before or at the event
for your registration to remain valid.
Q. I don’t have a formal job title but
the form states “required.” What
should I do?
A. Please use a description of your
job if you don’t have a formal title.
For example, executive director,
wellness director, personal trainer or
administrator.
Q. When will ICAA confirm my
registration?
A. You’ll receive email confirmation
within one week of ICAA’s receipt of
your registration. Please contact us if
you do not hear anything within an
appropriate period.

Q. Is there a dress code for the ICAA
Conference/Summit?
A. Dress is casual. We recommend
you wear comfortable walking shoes
and bring a sweater or jacket. Meeting
rooms are air-conditioned and
often chilly.
Q. Will healthy food options be
available on-site?
A. The Gaylord Palms Resort and
Convention Center offers many food
choices. You may choose to bring
healthy snacks with you or visit a local
store to purchase items. Note: ICAA
has no control over food options
available on-site.
Other questions?
Please email info@icaa.cc or call
866-335-9777 for information.

Cancellation and substitution policies
To cancel your registration and request a refund, you must submit a written
request to info@icaa.cc. Cancellations will be processed as follows:

Date of receipt
September 2, 2022: Full refund, less $150 administrative fee
September 2–21, 2022: 50% refund, less $100 administrative fee
After September 21, 2022: No cancellations will be accepted

Gaylord Palms features a variety of
restaurants and lounges. Visit Disney
Springs® for additional dining choices plus
shopping options. It’s a short ride by taxi,
Uber, Lyft or free hotel shuttle.

I C A A

When submitted in writing, post-deadline cancellations may be considered
where there are extenuating circumstances. Refunds will be processed to the
original payer (credit card refunds: 4–6 weeks after initial request; check
refunds: 4–6 weeks after the event). No cancellations are permitted after
September 21, but you may transfer your registration to another attendee or
to the following year, at no additional charge. A substitution must be made in
writing to info@icaa.cc. If you have not heard anything from us within two
weeks, please contact us toll-free at 866-335-9777.
C o n f e r e n c e ,

L e a d e r s h i p
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WELLNESS EXPO
Gaylord Palms Resort and
Convention Center

Partial list of exhibitors
Last updated: May 12, 2022

Florida Exhibition Hall A-B
November 8 and 9, 1:45 p.m.–4:15 p.m.

Accushield

828

Linked Senior

211

Advanced Exercise

331

Matrix

600

Aegis Therapies

500

Medcore

212

Ageless Innovation

504

Medical Fitness Solutions

411

Best Life Brands

412

Naples Pickleball Center

817

BLICK Art

603

Naples Pickleball Center

825

Calmoseptine

304

Naples Pickleball Center

918

CaptionCall

407

Naples Pickleball Center

922

NuStep, LLC

400

Cogworx Adult Balance

Kickstart your next chapter
Rev up your fall with the ICAA community and explore solutions to kickstart
your “next chapter” of wellness. After two
years of virtual events, the ICAA Expo will
feature the latest offerings on-site at this
year’s annual meeting.
Connect with exhibitors in person.
Research new innovations to promote
living better longer. Identify offerings that
fit your goals, needs and customers. All at
the exhibition that uniquely specializes in
older-adult wellness.
The ICAA Expo will showcase technologies, equipment, products and services
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aimed at supporting wellness across its
dimensions and across the spectrum of
older populations.
Meet equipment manufacturers and
service and technology providers that
are eager to partner with you. Question
exhibitors. Watch live demonstrations. Try
new equipment. And if you’ve never played
pickleball, now’s your chance to give it a
go: Naples Pickleball Center will host two
courts in the middle of the hall.
Consider researching exhibitors in advance
to optimize your ICAA Expo experience.
But whatever your plans to tour the hall,
comfy shoes are recommended!

L e a d e r s h i p

S u m m i t
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and Cognition

328

OxeFit

928

Dele Health Tech

712

Rendever

111

Dividat USA

811

SCIFIT powered by Life Fitness

428

Enable Me

628

S3 Balance

528

Eversound

607

Sensory One

512

Genesis Rehab Services

311

SMARTfit

224

Harness Fit

611

SportsArt

900

Helix

200

ThriveWell Tech

216

Hudson Aquatic Systems

912

Total Brain Health

312

HUR

511

TZMO USA, Inc.–Seni

728

Inspired Senior Care

207

Welbi

300

iN2L

700

Woodway

711

Keiser

800

ZUMBA

123

LifeLoop

704
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REGISTRATION
2022 ICAA Conference/
Leadership Summit

On or before
July 8

On or before
August 31

After
August 31

1st registrant

$349

$469

$569

2nd and 3rd registrants

$299 each

$419 each

$509 each

4th and more registrants

$209 each

$219 each

$329 each

1st registrant

$419

$499

$589

2nd and 3rd registrants

$369 each

$449 each

$529 each

4th and more registrants

$249 each

$259 each

$359 each

ICAA members

Maximize your
ROI with a group
discount

To register:

Call toll-free 866-335-9777.
Visit www.icaa.cc.
Register NOW to SAVE!

Join us for this
in-person event
to reconnect with
colleagues!

603-1112 West Pender Street, Vancouver, BC, V6E 2S1
Toll-free: 866-335-9777 Tel: 604-734-4466
www.icaa.cc

Nonmembers

Note: All registration fees are in US dollars.
Special offer: Take 10% off an Individual
or Organizational membership when
you join ICAA and register for ICAA’s
Conference or Leadership Summit at
the same time by or before July 8, 2022.
Available to first-time members only, this
offer cannot be combined with any others.
Registration includes:
• educational seminars
• general sessions
• online handouts
• entry to the exhibit hall
• all access pass to the ICAA
Conference/Summit
Additional fees are required for continuing
education unit registration ($45 before
October 28, $55 on-site).

Group discount: To receive a group
discount, you must all register at the same
time and pay with one check or credit card.
You can add an attendee to your registered
group by calling ICAA at 866-335-9777
or 604-734-4466.

Register today for ICAA 2022! Call
toll-free 866-335-9777 (North America
only) or 604-734-4466. Or go to www.
icaa.cc/conferenceandevents/rates.htm
to register online or download forms to
complete and return via fax or mail.

Dress code: Conference dress is casual.
Air-conditioned meeting rooms are often
chilly, so be sure to bring a sweater or
jacket. Comfortable walking shoes are also
recommended.

Note: For registrations paid by check after
October 14, please indicate this on your form
and fax a copy of the check to 604-708-4464.
Payment must be received prior to or at the
event for your registration to be valid.

Photo release: ICAA occasionally uses
photographs and videos of its event
attendees in promotional and educational
materials. By virtue of your attendance,
you automatically agree to usage of your
likeness in such materials.

For cancellation and substitution policies,
see the sidebar on page 41.
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All conference details are subject to change.
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MAKE MENTAL
HEALTH MATTER
Exercise is one of the best symptom-reducing strategies for
common mental health challenges. We can help you promote the
positive effects of exercise on mental health using relevant data,
real-life stories and other visual resources to cultivate a welcoming
environment that positions activity and self-care as a priority.
TOGETHER, LET’S UPLIFT THE IMPORTANCE OF EXERCISE
FOR THE IMPROVED HEALTH OF BODY AND MIND.
Learn how to get involved at the ICAA Conference & Expo or
visit MentalHealth.MatrixFitness.com

matrixfitnessusa | mentalhealth.matrixfitness.com

